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These investigations evaluated the current effectiveness of: 
(a) center - s uspended and advance warning flashing beacons 
in r educi ng accidents, (b) safety lighting installations in re
ducing night accidents, (c) various delineation devices, and 
(d) protective guardrail in reducing reported accidents. A 
before-and-after study method was used to evaluate 45 flash
ing beacons, 41 safety lighting projects, 32 delineation locations, 
and 14 guardrail locations. In addition, the current warrants 
for intersection flashing- beacons and for safety lighting were 
compared with other possible warrants to determine if more 
effective criteria could be established. Two methods of pre
dicting future accidents are also reviewed. 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDED WARRANTS 

Flashing Beacons 

The study was conducted to evaluate the current effectiveness of flashing beacon 
installations in reducing accidents and to determine if more objective criteria could 
be established for flashing beacons. 

The before-and-after study method was used to evaluate 52 flashing beacon projects. 
Of these, only 45 projects had sufficient information for a detailed comparative analysis. 
Approximately 75 percent of the projects had a reduction in accident rates although not 
all were statistically significant (see Fig. 1). It was concluded that percent reduction 
of accident rates alone is an unreliable indicator of the success of the improvement. 

Flashing beacons as a whole have been quite effective in reducing accidents (34 per
cent reduction), with an 83 percent reduction at railroad crossings, 40 percent reduc
tion at intersections and 21 percent reduction at advance warning beacon installations. 

All of the projects evaluated in this study were sumarized (see Table 2). Presuming 
a 20-yr project life, the cost per accident reduced by flashing beacons averages $38 and 
ranged from $27 for beacons at intersections to $56 for advancewarningbeaconsto $328 
for No. 8 flashing beacons at railroad crossings. 

Railroad flasher installations are costly; thus the cost per accident reduced is high 
for a flashing beacon installation. The accidents reduced by this treatment, however, 
are of a severe nature (car-train) and the cost may be of secondary consideration. 

Seven trial accident warrants for red-yellow flashers at 4-leg intersections were 
compared with the present warrants. Present warrants allow flashing beacon installa
tions where sight distance is extremely limited or where other conditions make it 
especially desirable to emphasize the need for stopping on one street and for proceed
ing with caution on the other; or when there has been a preponderance of broadside or 
crossing accidents. Four trial accident warrants for all red flashers at 4-leg inter
sections were compared with current practice. An analysis of the effect of these 
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eleven warrants on total accident reduction suggests that the following warrants be 
adopted: 
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1. Flashing beacons should be considered at 4-leg intersection locations which 
have stop sign control and which experience four or more crossing (broadside) plus 
left-turn accidents in one year or six or more crossing plus left-turn accidents in two 
years. 

If the above criterion has been met, the type of control at the inters ection can be 
determined from the following: (a) if the minor to major entering volume ratio is 0. 50 
or less, red-yellow lens operation (2-way stop) s hould be considered; (b) if the minor 
to major entering volume ratio is greater than 0.50, 4-way red lens operation (4-way 
stop) should be considered. 

2. Where stop s igns are warranted, flashing beacons should be cons idered also 
(a) where approach speeds are high; (b) where visibility to stop sign is limited; or (c) 
where the intersection is hidden or unexpected. 

Four-leg red-yellow intersection flashers (15 projects) had an accident rate reduc
tion of 31 percent from 2.29 to 1.59 with the nine projects meeting the recommended 
warrants having a 51 percent accident rate reduction from 2.29 to 1.13. Four-leg red • 
inter section flashers (eight pr ojects) had a 68 percent reduction in accident rate from 
2. 77 to 0.88 with six of these proj ects meeting the recommended warrants having a 77 
percent reduction in accident rate from 3.48 to 0.80. 

Four - leg inte rsection data indicate that greater accident r eductions can be expected 
by using a 12- in. lens (rather than 8-in. ). The additional cost is small ($20 to $25 per 
flasher or approximately $100 per 4-leg intersection). Consequently, a small amount 
of additional money can effect a greater accident reduction. The numbers of projects 
were small and statistically inconclusive for 3-leg intersections. Indications were that 
the 8-in. lens size was adequate. However, in view of the experience of 4-leg inter
sections, a 12-in. lens is also recommended. 

It is recommended that for red-yellow 4--leg intersections an average accident rate 
reduction of 50 percent or an average base rate of 1.1 be used to estimate the number 
of future accidents. For 4-way red flasher installations, an average rate reduction of 
75 percent can be used or an after base rate of 0.8 accidents per million vehicles 
entering. The preferred method is the use of after base rate. 

The flashers were effective in reducing the number of vehicles that run through a 
T-intersection from the minor road across the highway. 

Advance warning beacons are effective in reducing single vehicle accidents of the 
"ran-off-the-road" variety. Greater accident reductions are realized at nighttime 
although daytime accidents were also reduced. Rear-end accident increases were 
noted with the school flashers, which had otherwise little or no change in the accident 
experience after the improvement . 

The numbers of projects wit hin each subcategory of advance warning beacons were 
considered insufficient for any analyses on the effectiveness of present warrants. 
Additional research should be considered for the following flashing beacon categories: 
(a) 3-leg or T-intersections, and (b) advance warning beacons used in conjunction with 
advance warning signs; i.e., SIGNAL AHEAD, STOP AHEAD, SCHOOL AHEAD. 

Safety Lighting 

The study was conducted to evaluate the current effectiveness of safety lighting in
stallations in reducing the nighttime accident experience and to determine if more ob
jective criteria could be established for installing safety lighting. 

The before-and-after study method was employed to evaluate 41 project reports . 
These 41 reports were subdivided into various categories by type of location. Table 
1 illustrates the percent reduction in the total accident rate and the night accident rate 
for the various categories. 

Safety lighting as a whole has been quite effective in reducing the night accident 
rate (64 percent reduction) with a 65 percent reduction at intersections, 24 percent 
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TABLE I 

SUMMARY OF BEFORE AND AFTER ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE FOR 
SAFETY LIGHTING PROJECTS, CLASSIFIED BY TYPE OF LOCATION 

BEFORE EXPERJEtlCE AFTER EXPERIENCE 

LOCATION TYPE .-.cc10ENTS TOTAL NIGHT .!1/ ACCIDENTS TOTAL NIGHT .JM 

~ ACCIOENT ACCIOENT ACCIDENT ACCIDENT 

"' NIGHT TOTAL IU.TE AATC '" III IGHT TOTAL RATE RAT£ 

Thiee-Leg s • 
Intersection 10 39 75 114 214 441 l9 27 66 l 10 134 

Four-Leg • ' lnlersection, 2-lan es 7 31 25 56 123 2 98 J.4 II 45 161 U8 
on Major Leg 

Four-Leg • • 
lnterseclion, 4-lanes 9 31 33 64 103 159 34 13 47 0.72 0 60 
on Major Leg 

Upgraded Lighling al ' 
Urban Intersections 4 15 15 40 L l9 134 30 7 37 0 91 0 52 

Railroad Crossings s s 

wilh reduced 6 11 37 49 7,80 17 62 11 15 27 375 6 25 
alignment standards 

Bridge Approaches s 

wi lh reduced 1 7 ll 18 563 10.00 8 5 13 4 06 4 55 
al ignmenl slandards 

Underpasses 3 12 7 19 0 64 0.71 15 7 22 0 65 0 62 

s I 

TOTAL 41 157 IDJ 360 174 2.94 171 85 157 I 08 L07 

.!;/ Assume l/3 MV at nighl lor rale calculations 
"s•· lndicales change is significant al theO 10 level using lhe Chi-Square Test 

P ERCEtlT CHANGE 

A.CCI DENTS TOTAL NIGHT.!1/ 
ACC IDENT ACCIDENT 

'" oliGHT TOTAL RATE RATE 

0 -64 -42 -5, -70 

+10 -56 . ,I) -1ll -60 

+10 -61 -27 -30 -62 

+20 -53 -8 -24 -61 

0 -60 -45 -52 -65 

+14 -55 -1ll -1ll -54 

+15 0 +16 +2 13 

+10 -58 -19 -38 -64 

reduction for upgraded illumination at urban intersections, 52 percent reduction at 
railroad crossings having reduced alignment standards, 28 percent reduction at bridge 
approaches with poor alignment, and a 2 percent night accident rate increase at under
passes. All categories but two, "underpasses" and "at bridge approaches," exhibited 
significant reductions in the night accident rate. 

Eight possible accident warrants for safety lighting were compared with the present 
accident warrants which permit lighting if " ... there are five or more accidents a year and 
50 percent or mor'-' occurring Wlder conditions other than daylight; or t here are less 
than five accidents per year and three or more accidents per year occurring under 
conditions other than daylight." Five of the warrants were more effective than the 
present accident warrant in reducing the night accident experience . 

It is recommended that safety lighting be considered at locations which experience 
4 nigh accidents in one year or 6 or more night accidents h1 two years. It is also 
recommended that an average night accident rate reduction of 75 percent or an average 
after base rate of 0.8 accidents per million vehicles be used to estimate the number of 
future accidents at an intersection meeting the recommended accident warrants for a 
safety lighting installation. The preferred method is the use of the after base rate of 
0.8. 

Delineation 

The following findings are based on a relatively small number of locations and, in 
some cases, a small accident experience; thus, the representativeness of the data is 
open to question. Additionally, data on items most relevant to the issues being in
vestigated were sometimes unavailable. Consequently, the findings are of a provisional 
nature. 

1. There was a reduction in total accident rates at the delineation projects reviewed. 
2. Accident rates were reduced when double yellow stripes were placed next to 

cable barrier installations in freeway medians. No reductions were found when a 
single white stripe was used. 
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3. Accident rates remained the same when double yellow stripes were placed next 
to beam barrier installations in freeway medians. 

4. Accident rates were reduced on conventional two-lane highways having curve radii 
of 500 ft or less when guide markers were placed on the outside of the curve. 

5. Ran-off-the-road accident rates were reduced on two-lane conventional highways 
when a 2-in. edge stripe was used. 

Guardrail 

The study evaluated the current effectiveness of protective guardrail projects on 
conventional two-lane highways. 

The delineation quality of protective guardrail has been quite effective in reducing 
accident rates with a 70 percent reduction at metal plate (white) guardrail installations 
and a 44 percent reduction at metal beam (gray) guardrail installations. Accidents 
were significantly reduced at nighttime. Total accident severity was also reduced; 
mainly the single vehicle accidents at metal plate guardrail installations. 

Because of the greater effectiveness of the white metal plate guardrail, it is recom
mended that at locations where ran-off-the-road accidents predominate and guardrail 
warrants are satisfied, consideration be given to enhancing the delineation quality of 
the metal beam guardrail either by painting or some other means. 

STUDY DESCRIPTION 

In the past two decades, we have become accustomed to thinking of highway improve
ments in terms of six, eight and more lane freeways with their accompanying multi
million dollar price tags. This large allocation of monies for controlled-access high
ways may be directly equated to traffic safety, inasmuch as freeways are more than 
twice as safe as other roads (1). There are other safety improvements that can be 
made, however, whose price tags label them as bargains in the overall highway improve
ment program. 

Although new or improved freeways will decrease the pressure on the presently 
overtaxed streets and roads, the fact remains that the motorist must drive on the con
ventional road system for at least part of his travel. Therefore, the California Divi
sion of Highways, for many years has channeled certain funds into a Minor Improve
ment Program to increase safety to the conventional road user. For Fiscal Year 
1967-68 over $6,500,000 has been budgeted for "minor" safety projects. Projects 
undertaken in this program are minor in respect to funds expended (usually less than 
50,000 dollars per project), but often are a major benefit in respect to increased safety 
for the road user. In addition, $7,200,000 will also be spent for safety-oriented proj
ects of major size. 

Study Objectives 

The minor safety improvement projects have been accomplished with a minimum of 
guidelines for determining the best improvement type and with little knowledge as to 
expected safety benefits, especially for estimating the probable magnitude of the acci
dent reduction expected. 

The "Evaluation of Minor Improvements" study was designed to develop objective 
criteria for the evaluation of minor improvements, and thereby permit maximum safety -
benefits per dollar spent in the Minor Improvement Program. The objectives of the 
overall study, therefore, are the following: 

1. To determine how effective the various types of minor improvements have been 
in reducing traffic accidents. 

2. To determine what conditions are susceptible to improvement and how much 
improvement can be expected. 

3. To determine methods and measures for predicting the magnitude of the accident 
reduction on proposed minor improvement projects. 

4. To review present improvement warrants for validity and adequacy and to de
termine if new warrants are required. 
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Study Procedure 

ThP. mP.thod chosen for studying the effectiveness of minor improvements was the 
before-and-after study procedure. The procedure calls for the collection of data 
pertinent to the information sought, immediately before and immediately after the im
provement is made. The advantage of the procedure is that variables which are not 
pertinent to the information sought are held fairly constant over both study periods. If 
all conditions other than the improvement made remain the same in both study periods, 
an associative relation can be assumed between the improvement and any changes in 
operational characteristics (e. g. , between the improvement and accident reduction). 

Data Collection 

Instructions for the preparation of before-and-after study reports of project per
formance at minor improvement locations were issued to all California highway districts 
in 1958. The instructions included an outline of needed information and a suggested re
port form for submitting the information. The intent was to obtain similar, consistent 
and pertinent data. The length of the study periods were to be the same both before 
and after the installation and at least one year in length if possible. In addition, the 
before and after periods were to cover the same months to eliminate bias due to 
seasonal patterns. 

There were approximately 500 minor improvement evaluation reports submitted. 
The types of improvements have been classified and separate reports will be published 
on each class of improvement. The classes of minor improvements are as follows: 

1. Flashing beacons, 
2. Safety lighting, 
3. Guardrail, 
4. Delineation, 
5. Channelization, 
6. Signs, 
7. Reconstruction, 
8. New traffic signals, 
9. New traffic signals with channelization, 

10. Modified traffic signals, 
11. Modified traffic signals with channelization, and 
12. Miscellaneous. 

Methodology 

Before and after periods of equal lengths were compared. To avoid bias due to 
seasonal fluctuations in accidents, the same number of each calendar month was used 
in each pair of before and after periods when fractional parts of a year were used 
(e.g., May 1961 to December 1962, before; May 1963 to December 1964, after). 

The periods used were, insofar as was possible, immediately prior to an immedi
ately after the improvement construction to reduce the influence of any general trend 
in accident rates. An investigation of a possible increasing or decreasing trend showed 
no such phenomenon. When the construction period was of short duration, it was placed 
in the before period, and in no cases were lengthy construction periods included in the 
analysis. 

The possibility always exists that an improvement project may have been initiated 
because of an unusually high accident experience which was merely a reflection of a 
temporary condition in the before period. In such cases, even if nothing had been 
done, an accident reduction would probably have been observed in the after period 
(regression to the mean theory). The possibility of such an influence was investigated. 
Even though a few projects were initiated immediately after or during such high peaks, 
it was found that most projects were the result of sustained high levels of accident ex
perience. Additionally, because of the time required to recognize the problem, investi
gate the causes, design a solution, prepare the necessary plans and specifications, 
obtain fundings, advertise for bids, and for the contractor to start construction, most 



before periods used in the individual studies do not coincide with the accident period 
that initiated the project. This, in effect, should have resulted in randomly selected 
before periods. 

The before-and-after accident experience was generally compared in three ways, 
as follows: 

1. Number of accidents and accident rate. 
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2. Number of equivalent property damage only (EPOO) accidents and EPDO acci
dent rates. 

3. The severity index (SI). 

The accident rate is simply the number of accidents related to vehicle exposure 
(the total entering volume when considering inte1·sections). For improvements in
volving substantial lengths of highway (over ½ mile), such as edgelining; exposure was 
measured in vehicle-miles of travel. 

The EPDO was based on direct costs (2) of accidents by severity class. The direct 
costs and severity weight of accidents are as follows: 

Direct cost 

Severity weight 

PDO Injury Fata I 

$400 $2000 $9000 

5 23 

Since a fatal accident is a relative rare event, the presence or absence of which 
may distort a small sample, a weighted average (based on the sum of all minor im
provement projects) within each category was used where the individual categories 
were thought to have sufficient accident experience. Thus, the number of EPDO acci
dents equals the number of PDO's plus the weighted average (W) times the total number 
of injury (I) and fatal (F) accidents, e. g. , EPDO equals PDO + W (I + F). When such 
a weighted average was not feasible, a weight of six was applied, since this represents 
the weight arrived at for the entire accident experience on the California State Highway 
System. The EPDO rate is simply the number of equivalent PDO accidents divided by 
some measure of exposure. 

The severity index (SI) is the average severity of accidents for a given condition. 
It is computed by dividing the number of EPDO accidents by the total number of acci-

. ( No. of EPDO accidents ) dents befor e or after the improvement, e. g ., SI= T tal •a t o acc1 en s 
Since SI is a measure of the average accident severity, if the number of EPDO 

accidents was not in the same proportion as the total number of accidents (before and 
after), the SI's and EPDO's could change in opposite directions. This is illustrated by 
the following example from the Railroad Flashing Beacon Summary. 

0/'1=7) PDO lnj + Fat Tot Accid EPDO SI 

Before 6 6 12 48 4.0 

After O 2 2 14 7.0 

The EPDO's reflect a substantial reduction after the improvement; whereas, the 
SI' s indicate a substantial increase in average severity. It is readily apparent from 
the fact that accident frequency decreased in all severity classes that the after period 
shows an improvement. This improvement occurred in spite of the fact that the aver
age severity per accident increased because the more severe accidents decreased 
proportionately less. 
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The EPDO should be considered as the criterion measure since it reflects both the 
number of n.ccidentB :mrl thP. severity, and may be consiciererl to measure the cumula
tive severity; whereas, the SI reflects only the mean severity. 

General accident rates for the several years of the study period were reviewed to 
determine if a factor should be applied to adjust for a trend. No trend was determined. 
Therefore, no adjustments were made. 

Statistical Significance Testing 

The chi-square test was generally employed to establish whether the reductions in ,i 
accidents were statistically significant (3). A confidence level of 0.10 was used. In 
other words, any significant difference could not have occurred by chance more than 
10 times out of 100. The chi-square test involves the computation of the difference in 
observed and "expected" frequencies. The expected frequencies are computed accord-
ing to the hypothesis that there are equal accident rates for both before and after peri-
ods. To determine the expected number of accidents for each period, the sum of acci
dents for both periods was distributed in proportion to the total vehicle exposure that 
occurred in each period. 

In the sections on delineation and guardrail, the statistical reliability of observed 
changes is often indicated by a footnote, e. g., / at 1 df = 3.90, P < 0.05. This means 
that the computed chi-square value was 3.90. At one degree of freedom a value equal 
to or greater than 3.90 would be expected to occur by chance no more than 5 times out 
of 100. Thus, we can be 95 percent confident that the difference observed was a true 
difference and not one due to random sampling fluctuations (Yates' correction for con
tinuity was utilized for all expected frequencies under 100). 

Because of relatively few (generally less than 20) accidents occurring in the before 
period for any one location, a reduction even as high as 50 percent for the after period 
is rarely statistically significant; that is, for such a small sample, this amount of re
duction could have occurred because of chance variation. Therefore, the hypothesis that 
the highway improvement caused the accident reduction cannot be accepted with confi
dence. However, a large sample which is the sum of several projects may show a sig
nificant reduction from before to after because of the added power due to the increased 
sample size. For instance, a 60 percent reduction from 10 to 4 is not statistically 
significant; whereas, a 22 percent reduction from 100 to 78 is significant (assuming 
equal volumes in both periods). 

Because both EPDO accidents and rates and Si's are based on weighted values and 
do not represent frequencies, no statistical tests were conducted on them. Instead, 
rational inferences were made concerning their probable statistical strengths based 
on the reliability of the statistics of the original raw data (the original accident 
numbers). 

FLASHING BEACONS 

Of the 52 flashing beacon projects evaluated, only 45 projects had sufficient infor
mation for a detailed comparative analysis. Approximately 75 percent of the projects 
had a reduction in accident rates although not all were statistically significant. Figure 
1 illustrates that percent reduction of accident rates alone is an unreliable indicator 
of the success of the improvement. 

Flashing beacons as a whole have been quite effective in reducing accidents (34 
percent reduction), with an 83 percent reduction at railroad crossings, 40 percent re
duction at intersections and 21 percent reduction at advance warning beacon intersections. 

Presuming a 20-yr project life, the cost per accident reduced by flashing beacons 
averages $38 and ranged from $27 for beacons at intersections to $56 for advance 
warning beacons to $ 328 for flashing beacons at railroad crossings (Table 2). 

Accidents were weighted by severity class, relative to their direct costs. This was 
done in an attempt to place a relative value on each severity class of accident. Based 
on the severity distribution experienced with the 45 flashing beacon projects, the 
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Figure l. Minor improvement projects: flashing signals. 

weighted number (W) for flashing beacons was determined to be seven. The equation 
for calculating the number of equivalent property damage only accidents is EPDO's = 
PDO's + 7 (injury + fatal accidents). 

The flashing beacon projects were divided into two categories, those placed at an 
intersection as a control device, and those placed in conjunction with advance warning 
signs. The latter category is used to call attention to a location ahead, where a hazard 
exists to free traffic flow . For the sake of brevity, the two categories were called in
tersection beacons and advance warning beacons. 

F lashing Beacons at Intersections 

Table 3 summarizes the accident data for 29 minor improvement projects in which 
flashing beacons were installed at intersections. It is subdivided by red-yellow 

TABLE 2 

FLASH\ NG BEACONS PROJECT AND COST SUMMARY 

j/ 

PROJECTS 

~ j 
ii ~ ~ 

§ " ~ " z .!e " ~ 
s 

Intersection 29 11 0 18 

21 s 
Advance Waming 13 4 0 9 

s 
Railrnad Crossing 3 2 0 I 

s 
TOTAL 45 17 0 18 

J./ Only those reports which contained sullicienl dala are I isled 

1} Assuming a 10 year life of project 

J.} Includes 1 Bridge Approach Projects 

ACCIDENTS 

Net Chanae 

i ~ . 
~ i! .. ,f 

316 197 -129 
s 

.40 

s 
155 111 .33 -11 

s 
11 2 IO -83 

s 
493 311 -172 .34 

"S" Indicates change is significant al the O 10 level using the Chi-Square Tesl. 

ACCIDENTS / YEAR 

Net C an&e 

. C 

;ii ~ § u 

"' z ,f 

104 114 -80 .39 

98 77 ·11 -11 

5 I .4 -BO 

307 101 -105 .34 

.lJ 

3~ ~ 
"ii :;e "8 ~ 
" "' . ... i! ~ ~ ii 
I- .... u a: 

143,802 $1,510 $11 

$13,641 $1,818 $56 

$26,116 $8,738 $328 

$93,659 $2,081 $ 45 
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TABLE 3 

PROJECTS ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION 

ACCIDENT TYPE SEVERITY 

No of Accidents 15 26-i'.. 3 3 6 24 24 129 10 187 113 69 11 128 65 193 B4.3 673 3,5 
o "' Rate 0.04 0,04 0.07 0.18 0.18 1.53 0. 11 1,11 1.34 0.82 0.13 1.1B 1.34 1.19 7.9B 

~•~ No of Acc,denls 15 4 s O 11 26-f,- 5 0 5 24 14 s 94 s B 140s 9l • 49 s 5 103' 41S· 1455 913 469 3 2 

'fl ~ I--Ra;;;,;le'-----+-+---+--l---+--l-o_o-15 _o -+-0 _05-+-0 "-26+-0 "-15+-"l.0-'-3+0_0_9+-l 5-'-3+-"-l.O_O +0_5_4 1--0_0_5 l-l'-6-19 _1'--.38-+-J'-,59-+---l-'5."-14-+--I 
% Rate Change +15 -100 -19 -7 -46 -33 -15 -31 -15 -34 -61 -26 -40 -31 -36 

j No of Accidents 6 Hi· 19 1 11 5 5 9 5 14 1B 11 5 26 19 45 31.3 207 4,6 

;:;:: o &l Rate O 61 0.06 0.67 0 16 0 16 0 19 0 16 0,77 0.5B O 70 0 16 1.14 1.83 l 44 6,61 i 2_-,,i >--«--+-N-0 _o_f A-cc-id-en-ts--+-6--+-1-' s-t-0-+--4-+-6-'"IT~,,+-4-5+-0-+--4 -s .,_3 -+--5 -+--B -+-1-+-1-8 -+-l-1-+-10-s+-o-s-1-13-s+-9-s+-11-s +-3_1_1+-81-+-3-,7-11 

_ Rate 0.11 0 0.12 0.09 0 16 0 15 0 06 0.56 0 37 0.31 0 0.60 0.84 0.68 255 

"'I--+----!-•-·• _Ra_le_C_ha..:ng'-e -+---+-----!l---+---l~-1--8_04 -_l_00+--8_2 +--4_4 +-0-+_-1_4 +-6_3 --2_7 1----36-+---56-+---!00-+---51+--5-4+--5-3+--+--6-l-+--I 
No of Accidents 11 Jlfr 11 5 17 19 19 138 15 1ll 131 91 16 154 84 138 115 6 B80 3 7 
Rate O 19 0,04 O 13 O 15 0,15 119 O 13 1,83 l l3 0 79 0,14 100 2.18 106 7 61 

No of Accidents 11 GS O 15 331, 9 • 0 • 9 > 27 19 101' 10 158 s 103 s 59 s 5 s !l6' 51 s 167' 123.5 551 3.3 

Rale 0.07 0 0,07 0.11 0.15 ,0.83 0.08 L18 0 83 0.48 0.04 1.41 1.14 1. 35 4.47 
% Rate Change -63 -100 -70 -12 -40 -30 -38 -30 -17 -39 -71 -30 -43 -34 -41 

0 No of Accidents B 11 7 I 8 16 5 51 7 BO 44 38 6 69 19 88 31.B 351 4.0 

~j~&l~'-R~al~e----+---l~+--+- +---+-0.1_2+ 0~,0_3+0"-.1_51-0_.~-+-0_.16-+-l_.63-+-0._11-+-1._51~1.'-38~1-~19-+-0.~19-+-3.~15+1_.7~8~1.7~7~-+-l_l.0_7t--~ l ! No of Accidents 8 4 s O 4 11 2 1 4 3 s 1J 10 • 2 26 s 11s B s O s 11 s 9 s 30 s 34.1 78 1.6 
_ .5 « Rate O 06 0,06 0 11 0 09 0,31 0 19 0 06 0.76 0.65 0.23 0 0.91 0.79 0,88 2 19 

•• Rate Change -73 +100 -51 -81 +100 -81 -73 -70 -53 -81 - 100 -72 -56 -68 -79 

No, of Accidents 19 IS-I,- 19 6 35 45 34 190 21 191 175 119 11 113 103 326 147.4 1131 3,8 

Rate 0.10 0.04 0.14 0,31 0,13 1.19 0. 15 1.97 1.19 0.87 0,15 1.17 2. 10 2,21 6.35 
No of Accidents 19 10 ' 0 19 45.L n5 1 135 30 ll ms 12s 1845 125s 67s 5 s 1375 60 5 ).97 1 157.6 629 3-1 
Rate 006 001 0.06 0. 19 0,19 0.71 o.~ 1.17 0.79 0.43 0.03 1.30 J. 14 L25 3:J!I 

•• Rate Change -70 -75 -67 -39 - 17 -45 -47 -41 -34 -51 -80 -43 -46 -43 -52 

..iJ/ Assume 1'3 MV for Day and 1;3 MV at night for rate calculal,ons, 
"S" Indicates change is significant al lhe O 10 level using lhe Chi-Square Test 

flashers at 4-leg intersections, red-yellow or single red flashers at 3-leg intersections, 
and 4-way red flashers at 4-leg intersections. 

The 29 projects represent 45 years of experience before and 45 years after the 
installation of the beacons. Of the 29 projects, 11 showed an improvement based on 
the total number of accidents and on a statistical level of significance of 0.10 (-../). The 
number of equivalent property damage only accidents were also reduced to one-half. 

On the basis of either total accidents or total equivalent PDO accidents, flashing 
signals at intersections caused a reduction in the accident rates. The rates were also 
reduced for each of the three subcategories. 

In addition to the reduction in accident rates, flashing signals caused a reduction in 
accident severity in all categories. This is evident from an examination of the 
severity index (SI) or by noting that the percentage reduction in the accident rates in
creases as the severity increases. The reduction in severity and in the accident rates 
are greatest for the 4-way red flashers at 4-leg intersections and least for the red
yellow flashers at 4-leg intersections. 

With the exception of the 3-leg intersections, the main problem in the before con
dition is the multiple-vehicle accident. In all cases, the multiple-vehicle accident 
rates were reduced markedly, especially the right-angle broadside collisions. 

In the case of the 3-leg intersections, the accident problem was approximately 
evenly divided between the single-vehicle and multiple-vehicle categories. Most of 
the single-vehicle accidents were the result of vehicles on the minor leg of the inter
section (stem) overrunning the intersection and running off the road. The flar hers 
virtually eliminated this type of accident. At two locations, a single red flasher was 
placed facing the stem of the T. At the other four locations, a yellow flasher for each 
direction of the through traffic and a red flasher facing the stem was used. For 
this small sample, approximately the same results were obtained for both types of 
installation. 
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RED-YELLOW FLASHERS (4-LEG) 

PROJECTS 4CCIDENT DESCRIPTION 

'ACCIDENT TYPE SEVERITY 
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- 26 - 40 • 31 36 

In general, flashing beacons at intersections were equally effective day or night, even 
though one might suspect flashers to be more effective at night when they should be more 
noticeable. Some drivers complained that the flashers were too bright at night. This 
condition has been alleviated in one district by reducing the voltage at night to give a 
similar level of brightness as in the daytime. 

Red-Yellow Flashing Beacons-In California, red-yellow flashing beacons are usual
ly provided where sight distance is extremely limited or where other conditions make 
it especially desirable to emphasize the need for stopping on one street and for proceed
ing with caution on the other. They are also used when there has been a preponderance 
of broadside or crossing type accidents. All red flashers are backed up by stop signs 
and stop bars. 

Table 4 summarizes the flashing beacon category consisting of red and yellow flash
ers at 4-leg intersections. Eight of the 15 projects showed improvements based on 
equivalent PDO accidents. Of the total before accident problem, 95 percent were 
multiple-vehicle accidents, and the major portion of this problem was the right-angle 
crossing collisions. The installation of red-yellow flashers at 4-leg intersections re
duced the accident rates approximately one-third. 

The accident rate reduction was considerably greater at the nonchannelized inter
sections than at the channelized. Even so, the after accident rate at nonchannelized 
intersections was still higher than the before accident rate at channelized intersections. 
The nonchannelized intersections also showed a marked reduction in severity with no 
reduction in severity for the channelized intersections. Most of the reduction in severity 
for the nonchannelized intersections occurred at night when accidents are more severe. 

Not only were the right-angle crossing collisions a major part of the before accident 
problem, it was also the only category in both the channelized and nonchannelized inter
sections that showed a statistically significant reduction in accidents. 

Since only one project experienced an appreciable number of rear-end accidents, 
we do not know if flashing beacons at intersections have any effect on this type of acci
dent. At this flasher installation, however, rear-end accidents were reduced 10 to 2. 
This was the first of a series of intersections encountered by motorists when entering 
a small town on the state highway. 

Table 5 summarizes the accident data for red-yellow flashers at 3-leg intersections. 
Of the six projects, two showed a statistically significant improvement based on total 
accidents and four showed improvements based on equivalent PDO accidents. The 
projects and accidents were too few in number to make any further detailed analyses. 
As stated before, the problem in this category was mainly single vehicles running off 
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TABLE 5 

RED-YELLOW FLASHERS (3-LEG) 

PROJECTS ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION 
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the end of the minor roqd stem. Right-angle crossing collisions in this case were not 
reduced significantly. Again, severity was decreased most markedly at the nonchan
nelized intersections, but unlike the 4-leg intersections this reduction was not pri
marily due to a reduction in the nighttime accidents. 

Table 6 compares the 21 red-yellow center suspended intersections of this study 
with a similar study of 25 beacon installations in Michigan ( 4). Both studies indicate 
greater rate reductions at low-volume intersections (below 8000 ADT) than at higher 
volume intersections (over 8000 ADT). Average rate reductions for this study (-34 
percent) were greater than the Michigan study (-17 percent). Angle or crossing col
lisions predominate before and after the improvement, although there were overall 
rate reductions in both studies. 

Four-Way Red Flashing Beacons-Four-way red flashing beacons have usually been 
installed in California where sight distance is extremely limited or where the minor 

TABLE 6 

COMPARISON OF CENTER SUSPENDED RED-YELLOW FLASHING 
BEACON DATA, CALIFORNIA VS. MICHIGAN STUDY 

Intersection Type 

T-intersection 
4-leg undivided 
4-leg divided 
5 and 6 leg 

Total 

Projects with ADT < 8,000 
Projects with ADT > 8,000 

T-intersection 
4-leg undivided 
4-leg divided 
5ond61eg 

Total 

Projects with ADT < 8,000 
P,ujt:Li) win, ADT > 8,000 

No. of Avg. ADT 
Projects Before 

(o) Michigan Study 

5 
15 
2 
3 

25 

17 

8 

6,700 
8,200 
7,800 
9,000 

8,000 

(b) California Study 

6 
9 
6 
0 

21 

10 

12,300 
6,100 

11,700 

9,500 

Ahc,r Period 
Acc idents 

RotQ: 

1.78 
1.50 
2.90 
1.01 

1.60 

2.23 
1.12 

0.68 
1.85 
1,35 

1.36 

1.97 

- 6 
-13 
-22 
-46 

-17 

-22 
-10 

-53 
-23 
-38 

-34 

-53 

leg entering volumes are high enough to 
require equal right-of-way status with the 
major legs. This appears to be in a minor 
to major leg entering volume ratio greater 
than 0.50. All red flashers in California 
are backed up by stop signs and stop bars. 
Four-way red flashers or 4-way stops at 
high-volume intersections are generally 
an interim condition until funds can be ob
tained for traffic signals. 

Table 7 summarizes the accident data 
for the 4-way red flasher category. 

There were eight projects in which 
4-way red flashers were installed. At 
four locations, the total number of acci
dents was significantly reduced and at all 
eight locations the equivalent PDO acci
dents were reduced. The accident rate 
was reduced by two-thirds (68 percent) 
based on total accidents and by three
fourths (79 percent) based on equivalent 
PDO accidents. The before accident 
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TABLE 7 

RED FlASHERS (4-l£G STOP) 

PROJECTS ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION 
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problem was almost entirely a multiple vehicle one, and the major portion of this prob
lem again was the right-angle crossing collision. 

Regardless of the type of traffic control in operation before the installation of the 
4-way red flashers, the severity as well as the accident rates were reduced. The 
severity was reduced to approximately one-half of that experienced in the before con
dition. 

In the case of the two projects with the 4-way stop signs, there was no problem in 
the before period (15 accidents in four project years); and, as might be expected, the 
reduction in accidents was not statistically significant at the 0.l0 level. However, the 
EPDO accidents were reduced and the severity index dropped from 5.0 to 2.5, thus 
reflecting a reduction of accident severity after the improvement. 

Eight-Inch Versus Twelve-Inch Lens-Table 8 indicates that, with the exception of 
the 3-leg intersection projects, the 12-in. lens caused a greater percent reduction in 
accident rates than did the 8-in. lens. Greater accident rate reductions with the 
12-in. lens were obtained in 4-way red flashing intersections than in the red-yellow 
intersections, and in nonchannelized intersection than in channelized intersection. 

The 4-way red flasher intersections are further broken down in Table 9. Although 
sufficient projects were not available to make direct comparisons between 8-in. and 
12-in. lenses, when prior red-yellow flashers were converted to 4-way red flashers, 
a greater reduction in accident rates was noted in projects that went from 8-in. lens 
to 12-in. lens than went from 12-in. red-yellow to 12-in. 4-way red lenses. Since 
the before rates were approximately the same in both cases, this suggests that lens 
size may be more important than mode of operation (color). 

Fifteen red-yellow 4-leg intersections with prior condition of stop signs facing the 
minor legs were summarized in Table 10. Multiple vehicle accidents were signifi
cantly reduced in both the 8 and 12-in. lens groups but only the 12-in. lens projects 
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TABLE 8 

SUMMARY OF 8-IN. VERSUS 12-IN. LENSES 
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TABLE 9 

REDUCTION IN RATES WHEN CONVERTING TO 4-WAY RED FLASHERS 

Before Condition 
Accident 

Rate 
No. of 
Projocts 

2-way stop signs 2.75 

4-way stop signs 1.39 

8-in. red-yellow center-
suspended flashers 4.24 

12-in, red-yellow center-
suspended flashers 4.38 

Subtotal red-yellow 
center-suspended 4,26 

Toto I 2.77 

After Accident 
Condition Rate 

12-in. lens 

8-in , lens 

12-in. lens 

12-in . lens 

12-in. lens 

4-woy red 
flasher5 

0.94 

1.03 

0.33 

2.22 

0,65 

0.88 

-1& Chonge 
R'2 tas, 
8 !oA 

-66 

-26 

-92 

-49 

-85 

-68 

had significant reductions in cross
in~ a~C'.irlfmts. Small reductions 
were obtained in rear-end acci
dents in both groups. PDO and 
injury accidents were also signifi
cantly reduced in the 12-in. lens 
group, and although there were ac -
cident reductions in these severity 
groups for the 8-in. lens group, 
they were not statistically 
significant. 

Night accidents were signifi
cantly reduced in both groups 
although there was a substantially 
greater reduction in accident rate 
for the 12-in. group. The 12-in. 
lens projects also had a significant 
reduction in daytime accidents with 
a three times greater percentage 
reduction in the accident rate over 
the 8-in. lens projects. 

Investigation of War rants for 
Inter section Flashing Beacons -An 
investigation was made to dete r
mine the best criteria for estab
lishing warrants for 4-leg flashing 
beacons . Various arrays were 
made to determine dependent re
lationships with accidents, acci
dent rates or EPDO accidents. 

It was determined in the 4-way 
red intersections that the minor 
leg to major leg entering volume 
ratio varied from 0.61 to 1.00 with 
a mean of 0. 70 for the eight proj
ects studied. In the 15 red-yellow 
intersections, the ratio varied from 
0.14 to 0.98 with a mean of 0.35. 

Five red-yellow intersections 
had ratios of over 0.05 . All of 
these projects had increases in 
EPDO accidents although only one 
was significantly worse. After 
two of these projects were con
verted to 4-way red operation, 
accidents were reduced. 

Various trial warrants were 
applied to the red-yellow and 4-

way red intersection data (Tables 11 and 12). These were compared to the results of 
all the projects as constructed. It is necessary to compare only accidents since the 
vehicular exposure is equal for all warrants. To compare the effects of different 
warrant criteria on all of the projects, it was necessary to estimate the accident ex
perience in the after period for the "unwarranted" projects. Actual before-and-after 
data were available for the "warranted" projects. However, only before data were 
usable for unwarranted projects. 

Therefore, the total accident experience in the after periods was composed of the 
actual warranted after accident experience plus the adjusted accident experience of 
the unwarranted projects. The after accident experience for unwarranted projects was 
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TABLE 10 

RELATIVE EFFECT OF 8-IN. VS 12-IN. LENS (4-LEG RED-YELLOW) 
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obtained by adjusting the before experience in the ratio of after exposure to before ex
posure assuming that the accident rate did not change. 

The accidents given in Tables 11 and 12 are total accidents. The projects declared 
unwarranted, however, are removed on the basis of specific number of accidents per 
year. The warranted projects meet the required number of accidents per year for 
that warrant. Since the before and after periods are equal for all projects it is not 
necessary to compare accidents on a per year basis, in fact by using the total periods, 
the changes are greater-thus more sensitive. 

Possible warrants for red-yellow installations are given in Table 11. When an 
average of two-crossing, two-crossing-plus -left-turn, or three-crossing-plus-left-turn 
accidents is used in conjunction with the minor to major volume ratio of 0.50 or less 
in the before period, six projects not meeting these warrants were removed. Five of 
these are above the 0. 50 ratio and the other one did not have enough crossing-plus-left
turn accidents in the before period to fall in this warranted group. These warrants 

TABLE 11 

EVALUATION Of VARIOUS WARRANTS 4-LEG RED-YELLOW 

BEFORE AFTER (Estimated) 
ESTIMATED 

WARRANT REDUCTION 

DESCRIPTION 
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Min or Enl. Vol . iS"'-0 50 7 14 129 Ill 69 11 193 673 11 109 99 53 8 160 516 J 20 33 
nl u ... , <•• Vnl 

NOTE: The "aflef' accident expe1ience for "unwarranled" projects was estimated by adjusting the "before" expe1ience in !he ratio of "afle1" 
exposure (MV), lo "before" exposure IMVI (Assumes no change in accidenl rate I 

t POO 

20 4 

195 

164 

87 

226 

116 

116 

147 
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TABLE 12 

EVALUATION OF VARIOUS WARRANTS 4-LEG RED 

BEFORE AFTER (E• timatad) ESTIMATED 
WARRANT REDUCTION 

DESCRIPTION 
LEFT XING ,OD INJ "' TOTAL EPOO LEFT llNG POD '" m TOTAL !:POO LEFT ltlNG TOTAL EPDO 

TUAN TUAN TUIIN 

All Projects 8 16 52 44 38 6 88 352 3 10 22 8 0 30 78 13 

2 Xing ACCtyear 
~ Vol.>050 5 16 52 44 38 6 88 352 9 13 21 17 2 40 154 7 

Z X1ng + LI, 1u1n aces 
Mloo, ~nl. Vol.> 50 7 16 52 44 38 6 88 352 3 12 19 12 0 31 !OJ 13 
Of • ·•• <nl 1/nl 

J Xlng • LI. UII• aces. 
Minor Ent. Vol>O 50 6 16 52 44 38 6 88 352 7 12 18 l3 2 33 123 9 
nl u ,;~ ••• v,1 
4 Xing + LI. lurn aces. 

~I~)~;''.'.. Elli vs~?0
·
50 6 16 52 44 38 6 88 352 7 12 18 13 2 33 123 9 

NOTE: The "alter" accident experience for "Unwarranled" projects was eslimated by adjusling the "before" experience in lhe 1atio of "alte1" exposure (MV) 
lo "belo1e" exposure (MV). (Assumes no change in accidenl rate.) 

42 58 274 

39 48 198 

40 57 249 

40 55 229 

40 55 229 

appear to reduce approximately the same number of left-turn-plus-crossing accidents 
with a greater number of EPDO accidents reduced than those of the total number of 
projects studied. These reductions are accomplished with only nine of the 15 projects 
warranted. These same benefits would be accrued for only 60 percent of the expendi
ture of funds. 

Possible warrants for a 4-way red intersection are given in Table 12. A warrant 
of two-crossing-plus-left-turn accidents per year has approximately the same number 
of accidents reduced and 25 less EPDO accidents reduced as all eight projects. With 
six projects meeting the warrant of three-crossing-plus-left-turn accidents per year, 
the total number of accidents reduced is still about the same with 45 EPDO less acci
dents reduced. The following warrants are indicated: 

1. Flashing beacons shall be considered at 4-leg intersection locations which ex
perience four or more left-tm·n-plus-crossing (broadside) accidents in one year; or 

2. Six or more left-turn- plus-cr ossing accidents in two year s {a small separate 
study was made of 100 intersections with three accidents in the first year; only 40 
percent of these had a 2-year average of three accidents per year, whereas 66 percent 
of the 100 intersections examined having four accidents in the first year had a 2-yr 
average of three accidents per year). 

If the above criteria have been met, the type of control at the intersection can be 
determined from the following: 

1. If the minor to major entering volume ratio is 0.50 or less, red-yellow lens 
operation (2-way stop) should be considered. 

2. If the minor to major entering volume ratio is greater than 0.50, 4-way red lens 
operation (4-way stop) should be considered. 

It was felt that insufficient data were available for trial warrant analysis for 3-leg 
intersections and that additional projects are needed for further study. 

Summary of hltersection Beacons-In summary, it can be said that flashing signals 
at intersections ai·e very effective in reducing multiple-vehicle accidents, especially 
of the right-angle crossing collision type. In addition to causing large reductions in 
accident r ates, these flashers are effective in reducing the severity of the accident. 

Four-leg inte rsection data indicate that greater accident reductions can be expected 
by using a 12-in. lens with only a s mall increase in cost ($20 to $25 per flashe r or 
approximately $100 per 4-leg inter section). 

In the case of flashers installed at 3-leg intersections, the flashers are also effective 
in reducing the number of vehicles that run through the intersection from the minor 
road and off the highway where there is no continuation of the road. It appears that 
8-in. lens size may be adequate for 3-leg intersections, although the sample available 
was too small t o be conclusive . Since the additional cost is flm a ll, 12-in. lens in
stallations are recommended for both 4-leg and 3-leg intersections. 



Railroad Crossing Flashers-At
grade railroad crossings have been 
protected by a variety of devices in
cluding crossing signs, No. 8 auto
matic flashing red lights, and auto -
matic gates in conjunction with the 
flashing lights. 

Reports were available for only 
three projects of at-grade crossings 
with railroads (Table 13). The instal
lations consisted of standard PUC No. 
8 automatic flashing lights, X-bucks 
and bells. The total number of acci
dents was significantly reduced with 
no significant increase in nontrain ac
cidents. EPDO accidents were also 
reduced thus indicating a reduction in 
severity. The major problem was 
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TABLE 13 

RAILROAD CROSSING FLASHING LIGHTS-STANDARD PUC NO. 8 
(No. Projects 3, Improved 2•, Worsened 0, No Change 1) 

Accidents 

PDO 
Injury 
Fatal 

Doy 0 

Night 

Involving train 
Rear-end 

Total 
Experience (/,AV) 
Total No. years 

Before 

No. of 
Accidents 

6 
6 

11 
0 

12 

Rote 

0.57 
0.48 
0.10 

0.86 
i.n 

1.05 
0 

1.14 
10.5 

7-6/12 

a Am•no '/2 MV Doy and 1/2 MV at night. 
•chongo is signHicont at the 0.10 lt'lva l. 

No. of 
Accidents 

o• 
2 
0 

1* 
1* 

o• 
2 

2* 

After 

Rote 

0.15 
0 

0.11 
0.22 

0 
0.15 

0 . 15 
13 .3 

7-6/12 

ct, Change 
in Rote 

-100 
- 69 
-100 

- 87 
- 87 

- 100 

- 87 

vehicle-train accidents. These were reduced 100 percent. Daytime accidents as well 
as nighttime accidents were reduced. 

The Public Utilities Commission published a before-and-after report (5) in 1965 in
volving 278 at-grade railroad crossings at which two standard No. 8 automatic flashing 
lights were installed. Three years' experience was obtained in the before and after 
periods in which total accidents dropped from 521, to 112, a 79 percent reduction. 

In summary, railroad flashers were quite effective in reducing vehicle-train acci
dents with very small increases in rear-end accidents. 

Advanced Warning Flashing Beacons 

Table 14 summarizes the accident data for 12 minor improvement projects in which 
flashing beacons were placed in conjunction with an advance warning sign. Such signs 
are used to call attention to a location ahead where a hazard exists to free traffic flow. 

TABLE 14 

ADVANCE WARNING FLASHING BEACON SUMMARY 

PROJECTS ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION 

~o ACCIDENT TYPE SEVERITY LT COND. ~ 
"'>-
~~ 

SI NGLEVEHICL( MULTIPLE VEHICLE ~ ~ -=~ ~ 
~f ~ 

u ~ 

~ ! 
N Oij3 g~ ~~ .~ 

f 6 ~-iD 0~ ~ ~ 
~ 

~ i ~~ ~ ~ N~ ~ 

i~ 0 
.~ ~ "E ·t: .=.r; ia ~ 

_§: ;g_ :;i~ ,.~ 
0 ~= u 0 0 = j~ ~ ... ~ >-W "'"" ...J ... <ruJ "- ... 0 z J-< W0.-

~ No of Accidenls 6 26 3 29 0 1 0 4 s 20 13 1 12 22 34 17 ,9 118 3. 5 

~ Rale 1.45 0.17 162 0 0.06 0 0.22 0 28 112 072 0 06 1 01 3 ,69 1,90 6 59 
UJ 

No ol Accidenls 2 s 12 • 12 s > 4 2 6 0 0 3 0 2 5 10 s 1 0 8 9. 11• 19 .4 59 3.5 a: 
::, § Rale " ;;, 0 ,62 0 O 62 0 0.16 0 0.10 0,26 11..52 0.3/l 0 0 62 L 39 0.88 3.04 

% Rate Change -57 - 100 - 62 0 +167 0 - 55 - 7 -54 - so - 100 -39 -62 - 54 - 54 

z No. ol Accidenls 7 Nol Avail Die 66 18 2 53 33 86 75 6 206 2-4 
0 ~- Rale 0 .87 0.24 0 03 1.05 1.31 1.14 2.72 .: CD 

" No of Accidenls UJ s 1 s 4 7 39 s 28 0 45 22 67 5 77 ,1 235 3. 5 

~ § 
Rale ... :;:;o 0 51 0,36 0 0.88 0.86 0.87 3.05 

,!; ~. Rale Change - 41 ,so -100 -16 - 34 -24 i12 

j 
No of Accidenls 6 1 3 4 0 2 3 1 6 8 2 0 9 1 10 26 .0 22 2,2 

J Rale 0. 04 0 12 0.15 0 0 08 0 12 0.04 0-23 0--31 0.08 0 0.52 0.12 0.38 0.85 
0 No of Accidenls 0 3 3 6 1 0 1 0 8 2 0 10 10 1 0 8 3 11 29.8 17 LS 
:,; 

~ :;, Rale 0.03 0 0.03 0 0.27 0.07 0 0 .34 0--3• 0,03 0 0.40 0. 30 0.37 0. 57 

% Rate Change - 25 -100 - 80 0 +23ll - 42 -100 +48 • 10 -63 0 -23 +150 - 3 - 33 
w No of Accidents 19 27 6 33 0 3 3 s 11 94 33 3 74 56 130 119. 5 3'6 2..7 
~ Rale 0.28 0 CD 0_23 0.05 0 03 0.03 0.04 0.09 0.79 0.28 0.03 0.93 1.40 1. 09 2.89 

J 
< No. of Accidents 12 3' 9 19 13' 0 s 13• 0 11• 2. 2 15 59 9 36 0 61' 3,s 95 s 126,: 311 3 ,3 ... 
0 '" Rate ... "" 0.10 0 0.10 0 0.09 0.02 0.02 0.12 0.47 0,29 0 0.72 0.81 DJS 2.'6 

<C 

\ Raio Chanae -56 -100 - 6• ,200 - 33 - SO tll - 41 .. 100 -23 - •2 -31 - 15 

.ii Assume 213 MV 10< Day and 113 MV al night lo, rate calculatioos. 
·•s" lndicales change is signilicanl at the O IO level using lhe Chi -Square Tesl 
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The installation of a flashing yellow beacon may presently be warranted as an ad
vance warning device for an intersection or other location under one or more of the 
ioliowing conditions: 

1. Physical obstruction existing in the roadway or reduction in width. 
2. Important intersection hidden by an obstruction or sharp curve in the highway. 
3. Potentially hazardous horizontal or vertical alignment. 
4. On the approach to a signalized intersection where the signal is unexpected. 

The 12 projects represent approximately 19 years of experience in each of the be-
fore and after periods. Of the 12 projects, three showed a significant improvement 
based on the total number of accidents and four showed improvements based on the total 
number of EPDO's. Advance warning flashers as a class effected a significant reduc
tion in accidents. Both the accident rate and EPDO rate were reduced after the 
improvement. 

At curves, the problem was primarily a single-vehicle one-mainly ran-off-road 
accidents which were reduced significantly. Rear-end accidents increased significantly, 
with most of the accidents at schools. The accidents were primarily PDO's which 
showed a significant reduction. Both day and night accidents were significantly re
duced with a greater accident rate reduction at night. 

Intersection Advance Warning Flashers- Flashing beacons were placed on five proj
ects fo warn drivers of an intersection condition ahead. These have been placed where 
there is a hidden intersection at the end of a long tangent condition, or at the first sig
nal into town to ease the transition from rural expressway to urban conditions. Total 
accidents were significantly reduced and EPDO accidents were increased. Single
vehicle and multiple-vehicle accident breakdowns were not made because this detail 
was not always available. The number of PDO accidents was significantly reduced. 
All other severity classes, and night and day accidents, showed no significant change. 

Three of these projects had mast-arm mountedSIGNAL AHEAD signs, only one of which 
had a significant accident reduction. This project had a sight distance restriction. Ac
cidents were reduced (not significant) on the second project and the EPDO's increased 
somewhat. The third project had an accident increase (not significant) and an EPDO 
accident increase after the improvement. 

The fourth project was a T-intersection with a STOP AHEAD sign and flashers placed 
on the stem prior to the stop sign. Total accidents were not significantly reduced with 
a decrease of EPDO accidents, thus indicating a reduction in severity (SI was reduced 
from 7 to 1). 

The fifth project was a mast-arm mounted CROSS TRAFFIC AHEAD sign with two 
flashers. There was no significant change in the total accidents. EPDO accidents re
mained about the same also. The severity was reduced somewhat (SI dropped from 4 
to 3). 

School Flashers-Flashers were in operation only during school hours on three proj
ects to warn drivers of the school crossing. The beacons were placed 200 to 500 ft 
prior to the school crossing in each direction. The total number of accidents and EPDO 
accidents remained unchanged after the improvement. Increases were noted in multiple
vehicle accidents (rear-end, PDO accidents). 

No school children were struck in either the before or after periods. Four rear-end 
accidents were initiated by children or pedestrians in the crosswalk in the after period. 
Three of these involved children and an adult crossing guard and the other involved two 
adult pedestrians (no crossing guard). 

One of these projects showed an accident reduction from 8 to 4. This project has 
two flashers mast-arm mounted, in conjunction with a SCHOOL CROSSING sign placed 
in advance of the crossing in each direction. The other two projects had yellow flash
ers mounted on a 10-ft steel pole above a SCHOOL CROSSING sign prior to the crossings. 
Accidents increased from 1 to 4 and 1 to 3 after the installation of the flashers. The in
creases were not significant and could have occurred by mere chance. 

These projects were requested by local school authorities and fulfilled very few or 
no engineering warrants for the improvement (there were only 10 accidents in 6 proj-
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ect years). The flashers were installed as required by law primarily in the interest 
of improved public relations when the school district was willing to pay half the cost. 

Curve Warning Flashers-Flashers located prior to hazardous curves have been 
effective in significantly reducing accidents with a greater reduction in night accident 
rates than daytime (night accidents were significantly reduced). EPDO accidents were 
also reduced. The major before problem and the category showing the greatest im
provement was the single-vehicle ran-off-road accident. 

Bridge Approach Flares-Flashing beacons have been tried on sharp curves at the 
approach to narrow bridges at two locations. One of the projects experienced an in
crease in accidents from 22 to 27 with the accident rate going from 2. 7 to 2.8 accidents 
per MV. The other project had a reduction in accidents from 3 to O with the accident 
rate reduced from 1.4 to 0. This project also had a reduction of equivalent PDO acci
dents which dropped from 9 to 0. The average accident rate for the two projects 
dropped slightly from 2. 4 acc/MV to 2. 3 acc/MV with 10. 5 million vehicle exposure 
before and 11. 7 M.V after installing the flashers. 

Summary of Advanced Warning Beacons-In conclusion, it can be said that advanced 
warning beacons are effective in reducing single-vehicle accidents of the ran-off-the
road variety. Greater accident reductions are realized at nighttime, although daytime 
accidents were also reduced. Rear-end accident increases were noted with the school 
flashers, which had otherwise little or no change in the accident experience after the 
improvement. The number of projects of each type were considered insufficient for 
any analyses for future warrants. The flashers in conjunction with SIGNAL AHEAD 
signs in particular should be further evaluated. 

SAFETY LIGHTING IMPROVEMENTS 

The purpose of highway lighting is to safeguard and facilitate both vehicular and 
pedestrian traffic at night by illuminating certain permanent features at locations which 
require additional care and alertness. It is expected that, with illumination, these 
features will be more readily comprehended and compensated for by the motorist. 

This report concerns isolated lighting at spot or discontinuous locations. It does 
not evaluate the effect of continuous illumination. An evaluation of continuous illumi
nation was previously reported (6). 

Presently lighting is warranted in California at existing expressway and conventional 
highway intersections if one of the following conditions (:I) is fulfilled: 

1. A minimum vehicular volume, an interruption of continuous traffic or minimum 
pedestrian volume traffic signal warrant (see Appendix) is satisfied based on any single 
hour count which may be in darkness in winter months. 

2. There are five or more accidents a year and 50 percent or more are occurring 
under conditions other than daylight. 

3. Less than five accidents occur per year at any one location, with three or more 
accidents per year under conditions other than daylight. 

The number of luminaires required for an intersection is dependent upon the area 
of the intersection. The California Planning Manual (7) requires a minimum of 0.2 
horizontal foot-candles of illumination for the area bounded by the crosswalks, and a 
minimum of 0.8 horizontal foot-candles at the intersection of the centerlines of the 
entering streets. Figure 2 shows the minimum specification for a 20,000-lumen mer
cury vapor luminaire. Figures 3, 4 and 5 indicate typical installations of luminaires. 

Lighting is installed either at State expense (or as a cooperative project with local 
agencies at existing intersections) or by a service agreement with a utility company 
whereby a monthly service charge is paid to cover installation and power costs. The 
cost of utility company installations varies from one location to another and ranges 
from $5 to $10 a month for a 20,000-lumen mercury vapor luminaire. The cost of a 
State-installed luminaire is approximately $1,000 installation plus $3 a month for 
power costs. 
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Methodology 

There were 47 safety lighting project evalu
ations (none of which were signalized intersec
tions) available for analysis. However, six of 
these reports were not used because pertinent 
data were lacking. The remaining 41 projects 
consisted of 26 intersection lighting projects, 
four upgraded intersection lighting projects, 
six railroad crossing lighting projects, two 
bridge approach lighting projects, and three 
underpass lighting projects. The total before 
and after accident experience for the 41 proj
ects was examined. However, the analysis 
was, of course, principally concerned with the 
evaluation of the reduction in the nighttime 
accident experience although changes in day 
and night accidents were also examined. 

All Lighting Projects 

Of the 41 projects used, 21 were warranted 
under the existing accident criteria (more than 

5 accidents with more than 50 percent at night; or less than 5 accidents with 3 or more 
at night) for safety lighting installations. Even though almost half the projects were 
not warranted by accidents-some projects were warranted by other considerations 
(see Appendix)-the program of safety lighting installation has been effective in reduc
ing accidents (Table 15). The 41 locations experienced a 36 percent reduction in the 
total accident rate and a 63 percent reduction in the night accident rate. However, the 
warranted projects exhibited over twice the nighttime percentage accident rate reduc
tion as the unwarranted projects. 
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Figure 3. Intersection Ii ghting-nonchanne Ii zed intersections . 
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/ 
Warranled ,jJ 

Projects 11 

Non-warranted 
Projec\s 10 

TOTAL 41 

TABLE 15 

SUMMARY OF BEFORE AND AFTER ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE FOR 
ALL LI GHTING PROJECTS 

BEFORE EXPERIENCE AFTER EXPERIENCE 

ACCIDENTS 
J}/ ~ ACCIDENTS 

5 ..hi~ 
< ~ ~ s ~~ > ~~ i~ 0 i 2 i • < 0 . 2 , 

s s 

59 145 104 94 .8 115 4 59 57 43 too 100 .8 0.99 1.18 

• 98 58 156 116 5 134 149 115 41 157 1364 I 15 0.91 

s 2d 157 103 360 111 3 I 70 1,88 171 85 1371 LOB I OB 

PERCENT CHANGE 

ACCIDENTS 

> ~ s 0 i . > 

-3 - 70 -51 +6 -54 

+17 -18 +I +17 -14 

+IO -58 -19 +11 -36 

.Y Warranted under present accident cdleria of more lhan 5 accidents pe, yea, with mo,e than 50% at night or,less lhan J accidents with 3 or more 
at nigh\ 

.!/ Assume l ' 3 MV al night to, rnle calculations 

··s·· lnd1ca\es change is sign iii can\ at the O 10 level using the Chi-Squaie Test 

New Lighting at Intersections 

~ 
i 

-71 

-ll 

-63 

Highway intersection lighting involved 26 of the projects analyzed. The intersection 
lighting was effective in reducing the total accident rate by 39 percent and the night ac
cident rate by 64 percent. No significant improvement in the average severity at night 
was noted. 

Table 16 indicates the before and after night accident experience for intersection 
lighting projects by type of location. At 3-leg intersections, 74 percent of the reduc
tion in the night accident rate was attributed to the reduction in single-vehicle acci
dents (the primary type of single-vehicle accident involved proceeding straight ahead 
on the dead-ended leg). At 4-leg intersections, 70 percent of the reduction in the night 
accident rate was attributed to the reduction in crossing accidents. 

TABLE 16 

BEFORE AND AFTER NIGHT ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE FOR INTERSECTION LIGHTING PROJECTS 

PROJECH ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION 

ACCIDENT TYPE SEVER ITV § 
51N4.LEVENICLE MULTIPLE VEHICLE 

-8 j V V 

~ 1 
~ 

~ Oii I _j ~ ~:!" >-~ - ::l u ~ ii ~~ ,.;; it ~~ ~ 
~u i§ ] a : ~3 .g 0 ~ ~ 

,.~ 0 .!!!U ..::::.C 

I- !a ~ &&. 0 =I- .JI- &.is u 0 ~ - ~~ j~ UJ "-

No of Accidents 15 38 7 45 3 8 9 10 30 39 34 2 75 50,9 291 3.88 

<D Rale 0,75 0 13 0 88 0 05 0 16 0 18 0 20 0 59 0 76 0 67 0 04 147 5 63 

~ No of Accidents 10 6 s 0 4 15 8 s 0 s 5S 4 l LO 2 s 19s 16 s 11s 0 27 s 60. 2 93 5 ) 44 
-' ~ Rate ~ :;, OJ3 o.oo 0 13 0 07 0. 05 0,17 0,03 0.32 0..26 0 ,19 0.00 0.45 1.54 

', Rate Change -113 -100 85 +40 69 6 - 85 - 47 - 66 - 72 -100 - 69 73 ,. No of Acc,den\s 15 2 0 2 0 I 14 8 23 14 8 3 25 25 ,1 91 3,64 

~ Rale 0 08 0,00 0 08 0.00 0 04 0 56 0 .32 0.92 0 56 0. 32 0 12 L OO 3,63 
~ ~ 

-' ~ No of Acc1den\s 7 ls 0 6 lS 3 1 4 1 2 1• 1 $ 11' • 6 Q l~ s "·' 51 s 1.41 
~ -' .2' ~ :; Rate 0.09 0.03 O.L3 0.03 0.116 0.22 0.03 0.34 0.28 0.19 0.00 0-47 1.59 

'> Rate Change - 11 OCI +62 00 +50 - 61 - 91 - 63 - 50 - 41 -100 - 53 -56 

No of Accidents 10 3 2 5 8 l 18 l 2B I] 15 1 33 62.5 129 3.92 
J; Rate 005 0 03 0,08 0,73 0 02 0 29 0 02 0,46 0 27 0,24 0.02 0.53 2.07 ~v 

V C No of Accidents 1 s 3S 8 $ 6 s " s "". " -' ~ 9 0 8 10 4 1 s s 0 0 7 0 •24 
~~ ., Rate 0.116 0.02 0.08 0.08 D.00 0.05 0.02 0.12 0.09 0.11 0.00 0.2ll 0.84 

<C 
"'a Rate Change ,20 -33 0 - 38 - 100 -83 0 - 74 - 54 -100 -62 -60 

No of Accidents 40 43 9 52 11 10 41 ,. . , 70 s7 • ,,, ... <11 ,_ .. 
~ Rale 0 31 0.07 0 38 0.08 0 07 0.30 0.1• 0.59 0.51 0,41 0.05 0.97 3.66 

-' 
8. 15' 2 s 17S 20 .• <C No. of Accidents 26 0 18 40 10 5 3 s 38 s 31 5 24 s 0 $ 55 5 57 ,6 199 5 3..62 I-

0 _§ Rale 0,10 0.01 0,11 0.116 0,03 0,13 0,02 0.24 0.20 0.15 0.00 D.35 1.26 I- ::. 
'II, Rate Chan2e -68 -86 -71 - 25 -57 -57 -86 • 60 -61 - 63 -100 -64 -'6 

__y Assume VJ MV Im Oay and 113 MV al nithl Im 1ale calculations 
·•s" Indi cates change is significant at \he O IO level using lhe Chi-Squaie Test 



TABLE 17 

UPGRADED LI G HTI NG AT URBAN INTERS ECTION BEFORE AND 
AFTER ACCID ENT EXPERIENCE 

ACCIDENTS TOTAL 

" ' ACCI D[ NT 

'" Nt , HT TOTAL IU,T[ 

Before 25 15 40 33,6 1.19 

Alie, Jl 
s 

7 37 40.5 0.91 

'Ii Ch••R• +20 - 53 - 8 +20 - 24 

,Al Assume 1/3 MV al nrl!f,t for ra te calcu latrons 

"S" Indica tes ch anRe is siR11 ificant at the 0 lO level usinR Ille Chi-Square Tes t 
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ACCID[IH 

IIIIAH 

L34 

0. 52 

- 61 

Four - leg intersection projects were subdivided into two classes; one for those lo
cations where the mainline was four lanes and the other for two-lane locations (minor 
road was two lanes in all cases). No significant differences were noted between the 
two subclasses. 

Because of insufficient data, a detailed analysis of the effect of the number of lumi
naires installed was not possible. No discernible difference in the effectiveness of 
night accident reduction was found for using more than one luminaire. This, however, 
does not rule out the possibility of needing more than one luminaire for a given inter
section geometry . In general, more luminaires should be considered as the area and 
complexity of the intersection increases (e.g., a 3-leg, 2-lane by 2-lane intersection 
probably needs only one luminaire, but a 4-leg, 4-lane by 4-lane channelized intersec
tion would probably benefit more by the use of four luminaires). 

Upgraded Urban Intersection Lighting 

The analysis of improved lighting at four downtown high-volume (averaging 25,000 
ADT) intersections from obsolete low-intensity lighting to 20,000-lumen mercury vapor 
luminaires indicates that equipment modernization can effectively reduce the night ac
cident experience. The night accident rate was reduced by 62 percent (Table 17). 

Lighting at Railroad Crossings 

The analysis of six railroad crossing lighting projects shows the effectiveness of 
lighting in reducing high nighttime single-vehicle accident rates at locations which 
have unexpected reduced alignment standards (e. g., small radius reversing curves). 
At these six locations, the highway which was parallel to the railroad crossed from one 
side of the railroad to the other through sharp reversing curves . In each case, an ex
tension of the road continued on as a secondary road forming Y -intersections at each 
side of the railroad crossing (Fig. 6). Most of the accidents were single-vehicle night
time accidents in which the vehicles approaching the reversing curves were overrunning 
the first curve and running off the minor road. 

State 

Figure 6. Typical reverse curve at railroad crossing. 
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Because of a predominance of nighttime single-car accidents, it was apparent that 
better delineation and/or illumination was needed to identify the curves. Previously, 
all of these crossings were protected by standard flashing railroad crossing lights and 
reverse curve signs. In addition, five of the Y-locations had continuous flashing yellow 
beacons. The illumination at these six railroad crossings was effective in reducing the 
night accident rate by 65 percent (Table 18). 

Bridge Approach Lighting 

Two projects involved safety lighting at bridge approaches. These locations are 
similar to the railroad crossing in that the roadway across the bridges has an unex
pected reduced alignment standard. The safety lighting installed at these two locations 
was effective in reducing the night accident rate by 55 percent (Table 19). 

TABLE 18 

LIGHTING AT RAILROAD CROSSING BEFORE AND 
AFTER ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE 

ACCIDENTS 

SINGLE MULTl~LE " ' 
VEHICLE VEHICLE '" MIC.HT TOTAL 

Before 47 2 12 37 49 6 3 

s s 
Alter 27 0 12 15 27 7. 1 

II Change - 43 -100 0 -60 -45 • 14 

~ Assume 1/3 MV at night for rate calculations 
"S" Indicates change is significant at lhe 0 10 level using !he Chi-Square Test 

SINGLE 

VEHICLE 

Before 15 

Alter 6 ' 
% Change -73 

TABLE 19 

BRIDGE APPROACH LIGHTING BEFORE AND 
AFTER ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE 

4 CCtOENTJ 

wu,1 1,,1 "' 
VEHICLE '" ,111,11r TOTAL 

3 7 ll 18 3.2 

7 8 5 13 11 

+133 +14 -55 - 28 -
~ Assume 1/3 MV at night for rate calculations 
"S"' Indicates lhe change is si111it1canl at lhe 0 10 level using the Chi-Square Test. 

TABLE 20 

TOTAL 

ACCIDENT 

IUT[ 

7 80 

375 

-51 

TOTAL 

ACCIOUIT 

RAT[ 

5 63 

4,07 

-18 

UNDERPASS LIGHTING BEFORE AND AFTER ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE 

ACCIDENTS TOT,.L 

"' ACCIOEIH ... NIGHT TOTAL RATE 

Before 12 7 19 297 0 64 

Aller 15 7 21 339 0 65 

% Change +25 0 +16 + 14 +O 01 

.!'1 Assume 1/3 MV al n1ghl lor rate calculations 

"S" Indicates lhe change is signllicanl al lhe 0. 10 level using the Chi -Square Tesl. 

Nl&HT.J/ 

ACCIDENT 

IIAH 

17 62 

U5 

-65 

NIGHT M 
ACCIDENT 

RATE 

10.00 

4 55 

- 55 

NIGHT _y 
,\(CIDENT 

11:ATE 

071 

0 62 

- 13 
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Underpass Lighting 

There were three projects involving the lighting of underpasses. These locations 
did not indicate a bad night accident experience in the before period (Table 20). Con
sequently, no significant reduction was noted in the night accident rates. 

Warrants for Safety Lighting 

Because complete accident data were available only for intersection lighting proj
ects, these projects were chosen as a base for investigating safety lighting warrants. 
Table 21 gives ten different possible criteria for installing safety lighting, indicating 
the number of projects which would qualify under the given criteria and the net benefit 
in night accident reduction. 

The tabulations do not have a common basis for comparison. Therefore, the evalu
ation of the best criteria was accomplished by investigating the effect of the various 
criteria on all projects. In this method, the after period is evaluated by adding the 
accident experience for the after period of the projects warranted to the estimated 
after accident experience for the projects not warranted. The accident experience for 
the after period of the projects not warranted was estimated by assuming no change in 
the before accident rate and no change in the before percentages of accidents by severity 
class. Table 22 gives the total improvements for the ten different warrants. Because 
the vehicular exposure is equal for all warrants, it is necessary to compare only the 
accidents per se. 

In Table 22, only 15 of the 26 projects met the present accident warrants in the be
fore period. As explained previously, the before period used in this analysis did not 
necessarily correspond to the before period which initiated the improvement. In the initial 
before periods of the 11 unwarranted projects, 4 met the accident or accident and volume 
warrants, 3 met volume warrants, 2 had less than a year's experience but had already 

TABLE 21 

NET REDUCTION IN NIGHT ACCIDENTS FOR VARIOUS WARRANTS AT INTERSECTIONS 

WARRANT BEFORE AFTER REDUCTION 

DESCRIPTION ' u ; i , oo '"' "' '°' "' IIAl[ , ... [POO ,00 ,., "' •o• "' IUIL [POO (POO ,oo '" "' , 0 1 UI( E POO (POD 
fl:AJ[ RAT( 1141[ 

All Pro1ecls 16 70 57 6 133 139.5 0 96 511 3 70 JI 14 0 55 157 & 0 35 199 I 16 39 33 ' 78 0 61 311 144 

5 acc'year with 50% al niehl Ji 
m~n., or less lhan 5 acc/y~ar 15 53 47 4 l04 879 119 4!0 468 15 13 0 18 93 ~ 0 30 106 114 38 34 4 76 0 89 304 354 
w1lh 3 ace, at night min 

2 mghl accidents pe, yea, min 11 64 56 6 116 !05 9 ll9 498 47 1 18 17 0 45 !120 0 «l 147 L3I 36 39 6 81 0 79 351 3.40 

3 n1ghl accidents per year min IB 57 51 6 115 98 1 I IB 463 4 72 16 13 0 19 1034 018 l07 1.04 41 39 6 86 0 90 356 3 60 

4 nigh! accidents per yea, mm II 41 35 : 78 458 l 70 300 6.55 9 6 0 15 491 0 30 51 104 33 29 2 63 l~ 14'l 551 

3 night acciderils per year with 
~~o injury & fatal acc1denls 14 46 48 5 99 75 8 131 417 550 14 II 0 15 80 0 0 31 9 I ll4 31 37 s 14 100 316 4 ]; 
minimum 

0 ~ nigh1 accident rale min !ll 60 51 5 117 16 4 1.54 459 6 00 14 13 0 37 816 0 45 115 141 36 39 5 80 L09 344 4 58 

LOO nigh! accidenl rate mm_ 14 49 ~ 5 94 43 0 118 364 8 48 ,11 IO 0 30 451 067 90 199 19 30 5 64 151 174 6 49 

1.00 e(!Jivalenl PDQ rale 
II! 56 51 5 112 69 5 161 448 6 45 13 12 0 35 73 9 0 47 l07 145 33 39 5 77 114 341 5.00 minimum 

8 nrghllime EPDO's per year ,11 60 55 6 111 l033 l 17 487 472 12 14 0 ]; lll9! 0 33 j,1) 115 38 41 6 85 0 84 367 3 57 minimum 

J/ Presenl Acer dent Warrant 
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TABLE 22 

TOTAL ESTIMATED REDUCTION IN NIGHT ACCIDENTS FOR VARIOUS WARRANTS AT INTERSECTIONS 

WARRANT BEFORE AFTER (estimated) J.J ESTIMATED REDUCTION 

DESCRIPTION !I eoo ,., w fOT•i,_ EQUIV eoo ,., ,., 18T•L. EQUl'I" "' ,., ... JOT • ~ EQUIV 

PODS Poo · ~ POD'S 

All Projecls 26 70 57 6 l33 5ll 31 24 D 55 199 39 33 6 78 312 

5 ace/year with 50~o al nigh! min 
or less lhan 5 ace 'year wilh 3 ace 15 70 57 6 !33 SI! 37 26 2 65 133 33 31 4 6B 278 
al n1ghl m1 n 

2 night accidents per year 2! 70 57 
m1n1mum 

6 133 Sll 36 18 0 54 161 34 39 6 79 349 

3 n1ghl accidents per year 
18 70 57 6 133 5ll 33 19 0 51 166 37 3g 6 8! 345 m1n1mum 

4 n1ghl acc1denls per year II 70 57 
minimum 

6 l33 511 43 31 4 78 18B 17 16 1 55 113 

3 n1ghl acc1denls per year with 
14 70 57 6 133 511 44 11 I 67 1\15 16 35 5 66 306 50°0 inJury + lalal accidents min 

0 50 111ghl accrdenl rale 10 70 57 6 133 511 36 19 l 56 176 34 38 5 77 335 
minimum 

l 00 nigh I accident rale 14 70 57 6 l33 5ll 45 30 I 76 161 15 17 5 57 149 
minimum 

2 00 equrvalenl PDQ rale 18 70 57 6 133 5ll 40 l9 I 60 180 30 38 5 73 331 
minimum 

8 nighllime EPDO'S 1\1 70 57 
per year minimum 

6 l33 511 35 !6 0 51 147 35 41 6 81 364 

jJ The after periods were estimated by adding lhe afler period for lhe pro1ec1s "warranled" to lhe ''esl1maled afler period" (assuming an accident 
rate and percent sever1ly breakdown equal to lhe before period) for lhe proJects ''nol warranted .. 

experienced three night accidents, 1 project did not quite meet the 50 percent night ac
cident criterion (9 out of 21), and the last project involved the only unlit intersection in 
a series of lighted intersections. 

Five of the nine warrants investigated showed a greater night accident reduction 
than the present warrant (5 accidents per year with 50 percent occurring at night or 
less than 5 accidents per year with 3 accidents at night minimum). The following three 
warrants gave the greatest reduction and were approximately equally effective: 

1. Two night accidents per year minimum (79 night accidents reduced with 21 
projects). 

2. Three night accidents per year minimum (81 night accidents reduced with 18 
projects). 

3. Eight night EPDO's per year minimum (82 night accidents reduced with 20 
projects). 

Since the estimated reduction in night accidents is almost identical with all three 
warrants, it appears that the best warrant is the second (three night accidents per 
year minimum) since it involves the least expenditure in funds-only 18 projects. 
Therefore, it is recommended that safety lighting be considered at locations which 
experience 4 or more night accidents in one year or 6 or more night accidents in two 
years. 

ESTIMATING FUTURE ACCIDENTS 

When considering what type of remedial measure is needed and whether a specific 
measure is warranted, it is necessary to examine specific types of "susceptible" ac
cidents, because, in general, each type of possible remedial measures affects only 
certain types of accidents under specific conditions of geometry and traffic. For 
instance, it would be fruitless to install lighting if there were no nighttime accidents. 



Therefore, warrants previously recom
mended are based on specific classes 
and numbers of accidents under specif
ic conditions, e. g. , a minimum of three 
crossing plus left-turn accidents per 
year with a ratio :':i 0. 50 for the minor 
to major leg traffic volumes is needed 
to warrant red-yellow flashers at 4-leg 
intersections. 

Improvement Type 

Red-yellow flashe1> 
4-way red floshe1> 

No. or 
Projects 

TABLE 23 

Pcrcenl 
Rote Reduction 

51 (SO) 
77 (75) 

59 

Arter Accident Rote 

1.13 
0.80 

(1.1) 
(0.8) 

To estimate the number of accidents that will occur after an improvement is made, 
the after accident rate of all types of accidents should be used (not the after rate of 
susceptible accidents or the percent reduction in susceptible accidents). The reasons 
for this are (a) all susceptible accidents are not generally reduced; (b) there may be a 
trade-off between types of accidents (e.g. , rear-end accidents may increase at signals, 
etc . ); and (c) "nonsusceptible" accidents may also decrease, although generally, at a 
reduced rate (e.g., flashers may call attention to the intersection and reduce rear-end 
accidents). In the case of lighting, however, an exception was made. Only nighttime 
accidents were considered, the reason being that the only possible daytime effect of 
lighting is an occasional fixed object (pole) involvement. These daytime fixed object 
accidents should be extremely rare. An examination of the study projects confirmed 
this assumption. 

Two prediction methods (average percent reduction in accident rates and an average 
base after rate) to estimate the number of future (expected) accidents were examined. 
Both methods require an estimate of the after period exposure in terms of million ve
hicles entering the intersection during a future period of time, the expected project 
life. 

Flashing Beacons at 4-Leg Intersections 

Table 23 gives the observed percent reduction in total accident rates and the total 
accident after rate for warranted (meeting previously recommended warrants) 4-leg 
intersection flashing beacons projects. The recommended "rounded" values are shown 
in parentheses. Rounded values are sufficiently accurate, especially when considering 
the relatively few projects on which these values are based. 

Only the fifteen 4-leg warranted flashing beacon intersections consisting of a red
yellow and 6 all-red flashers were used for the estimates since other flasher type 
installations were too few for analysis. 

The results of an analysis of both estimating methods is given in Table 24. Both 
methods give about the same absolute total difference and algebraic difference from 
the observed number of accidents . Both methods also result in similar sum of squared 
differences. Thus, it appears that approximately the same results are obtained by 
using either method, although the after base rate method seems somewhat better. 

Flasher 

Red-
Yellow 

All 
Red 

Total 

TABLE 24 

ESTIMATING ACCIDENTS AT 4-LEG FLASHING BEACON INTERSECTIONS 

Percent 
Rote 

Reduction 

so 

75 

No. of Accidents 

Observed 

66 

18 

84 

Estimated 

1, Rote 
Change 
Method 

68.8 

18.9 

87.7 

Bose 
Rate 

Method 

64.2 

18.0 

82.2 

Algebralo Dllf.• 
From Obietvcid 

No. of Accidonri 

~ Rote 
Change 
Method 

+2.8 
(18.0) 

+0.9 
(12.1) 

+3.6 
(30.1) 

Bose 
Rote 

Method 

-1.8 
(20.0) 

0.0 
(11.0) 

-1.8 
(31.0) 

Difference 
Squared 

i Rote 

Change 
Method 

67.8 

39.4 

107.2 

Bose 
Rote 

Method 

62.6 

26.2 

88.8 

0
Total absolute difference from observed in parentheses (total deviation regardless of sign for 
all projects). 

An examination on an indi-
vidual project basis revealed 
that neither method was su
perior on the basis of which 
method provided the greatest 
number of expected predictions 
closest to the observed after 
accident experience. It is felt, 
however, that if a larger sample 
of intersections were reviewed, 
the base rate method of estimat
ing accidents would prove to be 
superior. Intuitively, one would 
expect that if the accident prob
lem had existed in the before 
period because of a lack of the 
remedial treatment, then one 
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Observed Data 

Before 

AccJd't1nl, 

II 

Rohr 
(o) 

3.56 

After 
Accidents 

TABLE 25 

CALCULATIONS 

Calculated 
After Doto 

Estimn1ed 
MV Rolo 
(bl (el 

3.2 1.78 
501 of (o) 

Predicted After Number 
of Accidents 

1 R.idtt,c;ed 
Mol"°'1 

{d) 

5,7 
(b) X (c) 

After Base 
Rate Method 

3.5 
1.1' (b) 

would expect to reduce the accidents to 
a similar level at all locations. Using 
an average percentage reduction in rate 
would result in still high after rates at 
very high before rate locations, and in 
an unreasonably low after accident rate 
at relatively low before accident rate 
locations. The after base rate method 
is, therefore, recommended. 

An example of calculations to esti
mate the future expected number of ac
cidents for a single project using both 
methods is given in Table 25. 

For this project, there were actually two accidents in the after period compared to 
a calculated number of 5. 7 and 3. 5 accidents, respectively, for the two methods. Both 
methods can be expected to give better accident estimates for a group of projects than 
for an individual installation, because of the normal chance fluctuations of accidents at 
individual intersections which are compensatory in a large group. 

Safety Lighting at Intersections 

After accident estimates of 18 safety-lighted warranted (based on previous warrant 
recommendations) intersection projects were made. Both total accident data and night
time accident data were reviewed. Night rates were reduced 76 percent to an average 
rate of 0.84 and total accident rates were reduced 53 percent to an average rate of 0.89 
for the warranted projects. For reasons discussed earlier, only nighttime accidents 
were considered. 

Table 26 gives the observed percent reduction in night accident rate and the night 
accident after base rate for the 18 warranted intersection safety lighting projects. The 
other locations (railroad crossing, underpasses, bridges, etc. ) are basically different 
situations than intersection and were too few in number for detailed warrant analysis. 
The recommended rounded values are shown in parentheses. 

The result of an analysis of both estimating methods is given in Table 27. Both 
methods result in approximately the same total expected number of accidents, total 
algebraic difference; and total absolute difference. The sum of the squared 
differences is somewhat less for the after base rate method. On an in
dividual basis, neither method results in more predictions closer to the 
observed value. 

When estimating expected nighttime accidents by either the percent rate reduction 
or the after base rate method, it is necessary to use the estimated nighttime exposure. 
This is usually in the order of one-third of the total exposure. 

Non-Four-Leg Intersection Flashers and Nonintersection Lighting 

There were too few projects or accidents in miscellaneous categories (3-leg red
yellow flashers at intersections; railroad flashers; advance warning flashers prior to 
curves, intersections and schools; 
and the nonintersection lighting at 
railroad crossings, bridge ap
proaches and underpasses) to estab
lish new warrants and, therefore 
predictive accident parameters. 

No . of 
Projs , 

18 

TABLE 26 

INTERSECTION LIGHTING 

Percent Rate 
Reduction 

77 (75) 

After Accident 
Rate (N;ght) 

0,84 (0.80) 

Percent 
Rate 

TABLE 27 

ANALYSIS Of BOTH ESTIMATING METHODS 

No. of Night Accidents 

Predicted 

Afgqbroic:0 

Oill. F,om 
Obsc.rJed Accidents 

Reduction Observed -~- Rote Base ~ Rate Base 

Change Rate Change Rate 
Method Method Melhod Method 

75 29 29.3 27.3 +-0.3 -1.7 
(19.3) (18.5) 

Difference 
Squared 

"'1: Rate Bose 
Change Rote 
Me~hod Method 

44,9 25.6 

0
Total absolute differenc e from observed in parentheses (total deviation regardless 
of sign for all projects). 
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TABLE 28 

COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND EXPECTED ACCIDENTS 

Number of Accidents 
Parameters 

Used Predicted 
Improvement Type 

~ Rate Bose Observed ~ Rote Bose 
Reduced Rote Reduced Rate 

Method Method 

Flashing beacons (total accidents, all types) 

Intersection: 
3- leg red ye I low (6 }* 50 0,7 22 23.2 22.6 
RR crossing (3) 80 0,2 2 3,2 2.6 

Advance warning prior to: 
Curve (4) 50 1.0 17 18.6 19.4 
lnter.;ection (5) 20 1.0 67 70.0 77.1 
Curve and intersection (9) JO 1.0 84 87,2 96.5 
School crossing (.3) 0 0.4 II 13.J 11.9 
Bridge approaches (2) 0 2.4 27 28.2 28.1 

Nonintersection safety lighting (night accidents only): 

RR crossing (6) 60 6.3 15 17.5 15.2 
Bridge Approach (2) 50 4.6 5 5.6 5.1 
Underpass (3) 10 0.7 7 7.1 7.7 

. 
Number of proiects in parentheses. 

Execpt for advance warning flashers prior to curves and intersections, there was a 
wide range of values in after rates. The percent rate reductions generally varied to a 
much lesser extent; therefore, percent rate reductions are recommended for these 
interim guides. 

Table 28 gives the observed and predicted after accident numbers for these project 
types. In spite of the small number of projects, the estimated accident totals are 
reasonably close to the observed totals. 

Recommended Predictive Parameters 

The parameters recommended for predicting after accident experience are given in 
Table 29. 

DELINEATION 

Delineation is only one of the many factors that a traffic engineer must consider in 
his attempts to have traffic flow smoothly and relatively free of accidents having high
way characteristics as predominant causal factors. But it is a very important factor. 

TABLE 29 

RECOMMENDED PARAMETERS 

Improvement Type 

Intersection flashers 0 : 

4-leg red yellow 
3-leg red yellow 
4-way red 
Roi I road crossing 

Advance warning floshers 0 : 

Curves and intersections 
School zones 
Bridge approaches 

Safety lightingc: 
Intersection 
Roi lrood crossing 
Bridge approach 
Underpasses 

i Reduction 
in Rote 

50 
sob 
75 
sob 

JO 
ob 
ob 

~Based on all type,.1 of accidents. 
Preferred method. 

cBased on night acciden ts. 

After Base 

1.1b 
0.7 
o.sb 
0.2 

1.ob 

Rate 

Not applicable 
Not applicable 

o.sb 
Not applicable 
Not applicable 
0.7 

Through delineation techniques, the engineer 
attempts to provide the driver with as much 
information concerning the width and alignment 
of the roadway as possible. There are many 
delineation techniques available and a few of 
them will be evaluated in this report. 

The California Division of Highways has spent 
over $26,000 on the proj ects discussed in this 
report. These projects are only a sampling and 
represent a modest proportion, at best, of the 
monies California is spending to make driving 
as safe as is technologically possible. Because 
of rapid progress in the development of new 
delineation techniques, certain relatively new 
devices are not discussed in this report because 
of a lack of data. 

Results and Findings 

Delineation Projects in General-The projects 
can be divided into two categories: (a) steel or 
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TABLE 30 

ACCIDENT RATES BY SEVERITYc 

Period Fatal Injury PDO Total MVM 

Before 0.02 (54) 0.6B (1561) 0.B7 (2007) I.SB (3622) 229B.2 
After 0.02 (4B) 0,60 (1573) 0.B3 (21B7) 1.44 (380B) 2636,3 

0
Based only on projects reporting severity-24 projects. 

TABLE 31 

TOTAL ACCIDENT RATES BY DAY AND NIGHT
0 

Period Dey Night Total MVM 

Before l.62 (244) 2.34 (174) I.B6 (4IB) 225.3 
After 1.47 (222) 2.02 (150) 1.65 (372) 225,0 

0
8 proiects; day volumes ore assumed to constitute two-thirds 
of total, 

timber guidemarkers and (b) painted lines (median striping, edge lines, no passing 
stripe). 

The data are based on five guidemarker projects and 27 projects where painted 
lines were used as a means of delineating the roadway. Some projects contained data 
from more than one location so that much more than 33 locations are represented. 

Accident Rates in General-The accident rates for before and after periods by severi
ty are given in Table 30. All rates given here and in succeeding tables are in terms of 
accidents per million vehicle-miles (MVM) unless otherwise stated. Figures in pa
rentheses are number of accidents. 

The rate for fatal accidents remained the same for both periods. However, injury 
accident rates fell1 as did PDO r ates, 2 and the total accident rate dropped from 1. 58 to 
1.443 The drop appears to be attributable primarily to a reduction in injur y and PDQ 
rates. 

Where such information was available, the day-night dichotomy of total accidents 
was made-resulting in the rates given in Table 31. 

While a cursory look at Table 31 might lead one to believe that a reduction had been 
accomplished, statistical analysis showed that no significant change had been made; 
that is to say, such reductions may very well be attributable to sampling fluctuations. 

Effect of Median Striping 

Median striping consists of painted single or double stripes placed on the inside 
(left) shoulder immediately adjacent to the inside traffic lane. Its purpose is to 
delineate the median. Because projects falling into this category are of various types, 
each subdivision will be discussed separately. :t-lo summary analysis of the effective
ness of painted lines as a delineation measure in reducing accidents is available be
cause of complexities created by the various reporting methods employed. 

Median Striping and Driving Behavior-The placement of median striping is done 
with the hope that delineating the median area will encourage the drivers in the median 
lane to drive closer to the left edge of their lane than they would otherwise. Such 
action would also enable drivers in lanes to the right of the median lane to shift slightly 
to their left thereby alleviating a crowding situation. 

A before-and-after type study was conducted to ascertain if such effects do occur. 
The ln<'.<>tinn nf thP s:t11rly urn<: nn <>n nrh<>n frPPmay (whPrP thP hPnPfit<: nf <:triping wnnlrl 

be expected to be greatest) with a 1966 two way AADT of 69,000. The three eastbound 
lanes were marked with reflectorized traffic tape "ticks" as a field of reference for 
observers stationed above the freeway on an overcrossing structure. The observers 
reported their observations into a tape recorder. One observer was posted for each 
lane and one other individual kept track of lane volumes. Three separate observation 
periods were used to record data indicative of the behavior of (a) low-volume daylight 
traffic (±1300 vph eastbound); (b) high-volume daylight traffic (±2500 vph eastbound); 
and (c) low-volume night traffic (±1300 vph eastbound). 

1J- at l df = 13.08, P < 0.00 l. 
2-l. at l df = 2.79, P < 0.10. 
3,c· at l df = 14.19, P < 0.001. 



TABLE 32 

MEAN DISTANCES ~N FEET) OF LEFT SIDE OF 
VEHICLE FROM LEFT EDGE OF LANE 

Traffic 
Median Lane Center Lone Right Lone 

Condition Before After Before After Before Arter 

Daytime, 
low- volume 2.47 2.58 2.61 2.20• 2.57 2.64 

TABLE 33 

ACCIDENT RATES BY MEDIAN ASSOCIATION° 

Period 

Before 
After 

0 22 projects, 

Median 

0.50 (1930) 
0,52 ('2196) 

Non-Median 

1.25 (4773) 
1.13 (4804) 

MVM 

3830.7 
4242.3 

63 

Daytime, 
high-volume 2.44 1.98• 2.24 2.39 2.58 2.95* Following the data collection for the before 

Nish•, period, a standard double yellow median stripe 
low-volume 

2
·
70 2

-
15

• 
2

·
57 2

·
43 2

·
50 2

·
20

• was painted on the median shoulder. Then ob-
•Si gnifi cont at less than 0.05 I eve I. servations for the after period data were made. 

The results are summarized in Table 32. It 
appears that in slightly over 50 percent of the 

observations a change in mean distance from the left edge of lane occurred. In four 
cases, the change was in the hypothesized direction (to the left as indicated by a de
crease in the mean) and in one case (the lane most distant from the stripe) the change 
was to the right. Thus, it may be argued that the median stripe appears to affect driv
ing behavior somewhat in the hypothesized manner. 

The preceding results are somewhat conservative in that the before period situation 
did not represent a total absence of delineation. Some artificial lighting was present 
near the test area and the median shoulder was asphalt, whereas the traveled way was 
concrete. Possibly, more positive results would have been obtained had the test been 
conducted on a segment of freeway where less delineation was available in the before 
period. Additionally, since the measurements are actually ratings by human observers, 
consistent rating errors made on the before and after observations could reduce the 
probability of illustrating an effect. Finally, it may be that any effects of the median 
stripe would be heightened on a freeway with higher lane volumes than used in the study. 

Median Striping and Total Accidents-Projects (N=22) where total accidents were 
reported s howed a s ignificant reduction from 1. 75 to 1. 65 accidents per MVM. 4 

To determine what types of accidents were being reduced, the accidents were 
dichotomized into those that were median associated and those that were not. It 
should also be pointed out that these are freeway locations where high volumes and 
speeds are present. 

As r eflected in Table 33, the median associated accident rate did not change signifi
cantly5 while the non- median associa ted accident rate decreased. 6 Two factors may 
account for these findings. Drivers in the median lane can drive closer to the median 
and feel safer in doing so when the striping is present. In turn, drivers in non-median 
lanes can drive closer to their left lane lines creating more clearance between traffic 
streams. Again, the effects of median striping would depend somewhat on the contrast 
already existing between median shoulder and traveled way as well as the amount of 
artificial lighting available at night. 

The analysis included median stripe projects without regard to the presence or 
absence of a median barrier or the type of median barrier, if present. On the assump
tion that these factors may, as has been shown in the past, influence accident and 
severity rates, analyses were conducted on the various combinations of median barriers 
and stripes reported. 

P a,inted Double Stripe, No Median Barrier-Table 34 gives a summary of six median 
stripe projects where no barrier was present in the median. Five projects utilized 
double yellow median stripes and one employed double white median stripes. The fatal 
and injury median associated accident r a tes did not change significantly. However , 
the PDO accident rate increase proved significant7 as did the total median accident 

\I- a t 1 df = 11.82, P < 0.001. 
5i at 1 df = 1.26, P > 0. 10. 
6-/ at 1 df =21.96, P<0.001. 
7 K' at l df = 14.88, P <0.001. 
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TABLE 34 

MEDIAN ASSOCIATED ACCIDENT RATES BY SEVERITY" 
(No Barrier-Painted Median Stripe) 

Period Fatal Injury PDO Tota l 

Before 0.02 (12) 0.25 (200) 0.24 (194) 0.51 (406) 
After 0.01 (10) 0.27 (233) 0.35 (303) 0.63 (546) 

0 6 projects, 

TABLE 36 

TOTAL ACCIDENT RATES BY SEVERITY" 
(No Barrier-Pointed Median Stripe) 

MVM 

792.7 
870.0 

Period Fatal Injury POO Toto I MVM 

Before 0.QJ (21) 0.69 (545) 0.86 (679) 1.57 (1245) 792.7 
After 0.02 (18) 0.66 (576) 0.98 (850) 1.66 (1444) 870.0 

0 6 projects 

TABLE 35 

NON-MEDIAN ASSOCIATED ACCIDENT RATES BY SEVERITY" 
(No Sorrier-Pointed Median Stripe) 

Period Fo~ol Injury PDO Total MVM 

Before 0.01 (9) 0.44 (345) 0,61 (485) 1.06 (839) 792.7 
Afte, 0.01 (8) 0.39 (343) 0.63 (547) 1.03 (898) 870.0 
0

6 pro jech. 

Period 

Before 
After 

0
6 projects 

TABLE 37 

SELECTED DAY-NIGHT ACCIDENT RATES0 

(No Barrier-Painted Median Stripe) 

Doy Median Night Non-Median Total Doy 
Rote Rote Rate 

0.40 (210) 1.41 (369) 1.28 (680) 
0.59 (J42) 1.21 (J47) 1.53 (893) 

Toto! Night 
Rate 

2.16 (565) 
1.92 (551) 

rate. 8 Thus, the increase in the total median accident rate appears to be predominantly 
attributable to the increase in PDO rate. 

The picture for non-median associated accidents is somewhat different as reflected 
in Table 35. No significant changes appeared in any of the categories. Finally, an 
analysis of total accident rate was made utilizing all the accident experience these six 
projects yielded (Table 36). Chi-square tests showed that only the PDO accident rate 
changed significantly . 9 However, the increase was not enough to influence the total rate. 

In summary, with no median barrier present, increases in the PDO and total cate
gories of median accident rates were observed. However, all severity categories of 
non-median accidents remained constant. Finally, total (median plus non-median) PDO 
rates increased. Thus, it appears that at least in those situations where the median 
contained no barrier, no reduction in accident rates of any severity type can be at
tributed to median striping. 

Day-Night Effectiveness-With regard to the day-night factor, chi-square analysis 
showed that where no barrier existed, median associated day accident rates increased. ' 0 

Night non-median associated accidents meanwhile decreased. 11 The net effect on total 
accidents was that day accidents increased12 and night accidents decreased. 13 Other 
comparisons were not significant. Results are summarized in Table 37. 

Median Striping with Median Barriers-Painted Double Yellow Stripes, Beam Barrier: 
Table 38 gives the accident rates of three projects where beam median barriers were 
present. There were no significant changes in any of the categories listed. A day
night dichotomy of the accident experience was not made because of a lack of such in
formation. No changes on non-median associated accident rates or total accident rate 
were observed. Thus, striping did not appear to alter accident rates. 

Painted Double Yellow Stripes, Cable Barrier: Table 39 summarized the accident 
rates experienced in three projects at cable barrier locations and where painted double 
yellow median striping was used. Of the categories, there was a small reduction in 
the injury median accident rates14 and a corresponding decrease in the total median 
accident rates. ts Meanwhile, fatal median accidents increased from O to 5. However, 

al_ at l df = 9.65, P < 0.01. 
9 x-_ at l df = 6.54, P < 0.02. 

10 '>[ at l df = 20.53, P < 0.00 l. 
ll")( at l df = 4.28, P < 0.05. 
13x-_ at l df = 12.46, P < 0.001. 
13)( at l df = 3.90, P < 0.05. 
1 4 i_ at l df = 2.89, P < 0. 10. 
16 ">( at l df = 3.55, P < 0.10. 



TABLE 3B 

MEDIAN ASSOCIATED ACCIDENT RATES BY SEVERITY
0 

(Beam Barrier-Painted Double Yellow Stripe) 

Period Fatal Injury PDO Total MVM 

Before - (3) 0.04 (28) 0.25 (156) 0.29 (187) 634.8 
After - (l) 0.03 (22) 0.26 (164) 0,29 (188) 639.8 

0 3 projects~ 
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TABLE 39 

MEDIAN ASSOCIATED ACCIDENT RATES BY SEVERITY
0 

(Cable Barrier-Pointed Double Yellow Stripe) 

Period Fatal lniury PDO Total MVM 

Before 0.00 (0) 0.11 (69) 0.51 (316) 0.62 (385) 624.5 
After 0.01 (5) 0,08 (51) 0.45 (288) 0.54 (344) 641,6 

0
3 projects (2 other proiects did not provide severity data). 

this is not very meaningful because of the small numbers involved; thus, a slight 
decrease in median associated accident rates was observed which appeared to be 
predominantly due to a decrease in injury accident rates. Total accident rates 
decreased from 2. 37 to 2. 09 accidents per MVM. 16 Non-median accident rates de
clined also from 1. 76 to 1. 55 accidents per MVM. 17 No day-night dichotomy of 
accident experience was available. No further analysis of non-median or total acci
dents was possible. 

Painted Single White Stripe, Cable Barrier: A former technique which is no longer 
used was to paint a single white stripe along the median. Six projects fell into this 
category (one project did not report accident severities); results are given in Table 40. 
(Median associated accident rates are more afpropriate here but were unavailable by 
severil:j , ) T he total accident rate increased1 primarily due to an increase in PDO 
rates. 1 A day-11ight dichotomy was impossible to obtain. Median accident rates in
creased from 0.52 to 0.69 accidents per MVM while non-median accident rates de
creased from 0. 76 to 0. 69 accidents per MVM. 20 The finding that total accident rates 
increased lends support to the Division of Highways' decision to discontinue this 
method of delineating the median. 

Painted Double Yellow Stripe vs Single White Stripe, Cable Barrier: A question 
might be raised as to the relative effectiveness of double yellow striping versus single 
white striping on accident rate reduction. Table 41 gives a summary of the total acci
dent rate experience of 12 projects which could be analyzed to provide relevant infor
mation. The double yellow striping projects started out with a higher median associ
ated accident rate 21 than the single white projects but finished with a lower r ate. 22 The 
total accident r ate for white stripe projects increased23 from 1. 37 to 1. 56 acci
dents per MVM while that for yellow stripe projects dropped from 2.47 to 2.05 acci
dents per MVM. 24 Total non-median accident rates on white stripe projects did not 
change significantly, while those for yellow stripe projects decreased from 1.82 to 1.53 
accidents per MVM. Thus, yellow median striping seems to be a far better technique 
of reducing accidents. 

By way of summary, in those situations where the median contained no barrier, no 
reduction in accident rates whatsoever could be found. With beam barriers present, 
the same was true. However, when cable barriers were present, median striping ap
peared to reduce median injury and total median accident rates. 

16
)( at l df = l l.74, P < 0.001. 

17-l at l df = 8.56, P < 0.0l. 
1a .;_ ot l df = 2.88, P < 0.10. 
19,c ot l df = 3.38, P < 0.10. 
ao:;;_ ot l df = 19.23, P < 0.001 (median accidents);">(" at l df = 2.73, P < 0.10 (non-median accidents). 
21 .,Z at l df = 5.73, P < 0.05. 
22 i_ at l df = 24.62, P < 0.001. 
-:.

3
,} at l df= 15.11, P<0.001. 

24,j at l df = 42.67, P < 0.001. 
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TABLE 40 

TOTAL ACCIDENT RATES BY SEVERITYa 
(Coble Barrier-Single White Stripe) 

Period Fatal Injury PDO Total MVM 

Before 0.01 (7) 0.50 (383) 0.77 (590) 1.23 (980) 766.8 
After 0.01 (6) 0.52 (425) 0.85 (701) 1.38 (1132) 821.9 

0
6 projects (1 other project did not provide severity data), 

TABLE 41 

MEDIAN ASSOCIATED ACCIDENT RAtES BY TYPE OF STRIPINGa 
(Coble Barrier Present) 

Period Single White MVM Double Yellow MVM 

Before 0.53 (614) 1161.3 0.65 (676) 1032.3 
After 0.68 (859) 1265.0 0.52 (556) 1072.6 

0
7 white stripe projects; 5 yellow stripe projects ("2 yellow stripe projects 
which did not provide total median associated accident data by severity 
were added to those in Table 38. One white stripe project which did 
not provide total accident data by severity was added to those in Table 
40). 

TABLE 42 

ACCIDENT RA TES BY SEVERITY ON GUIDEMARKER 
INSTALLATIONS AT CURVESa 

Period Fatal Injury PDO Total MVM 

Before 0.11 (5) 0.66 (29) 0.82 (36) 1.59 (70) 44.0 
After 0.07 (3) 0.36 (16) 0.61 (27) 1.04 (46) 44.1 

0
4 proiects. 

With cable barriers, non-median acci
dent rates also declined as well as overall 
total accident rates (total median plus total 
non-median accidents). Finally, when a 
cable barrier was present in the median, 
the double yellow stripe proved far superior 
to the single white stripe in reducing acci
dent rates. 

Reflectorized Guidemarkers 

At Curves-Guidemarkers are used to 
delineate the road for the motorist. They 
are simple white paddles mounted on timber 
or steel posts placed adjacent to the road
way in full view of the oncoming driver. 
Reflectors are mounted on the paddles for 
night delineation. The guidemarker in
stallations discussed here are all situated 
at points where horizontal curves are 
present. Table 42 summarizes the findings 

TABLE 43 

ACCIDENT RA TES BY DAY-NIGHT FACTOR ON GUIDEMARKER 
INSTALLATIONS AT CURVESa 

Period Day MVM Night MVM 

Before 0.98 (29) 29.5 2.28 (33) 14.5 
After 0.58 (17) 29.5 1.64 (24) 14.6 

0
4 projects. 

by severity of four guidemarker projects. Injury25 and total rates26 showed a statisti
cally significan.t decrease. 

With regard to the day-night factor, the distribution of accident rates where known 
is given in Table 43. Day or night accident rates did not drop significantly becaus e of 
the small numbers of accidents involved. 27 One report showed no improvement in any 
severity or day-night category. It was not included in the data of Table 43 because 
MVM figures could not be determined from it. 

Another analysis of the effect of guidemarker installations in preventing accidents 
consists of determining their effectiveness within curves of various radii. The data 
in Table 44 summarize the experience of 221 locations. Five radii classifications 
plm; a tota c<1tei ry we ·e creater:I. Qr,ly the category "500 or less" showed a sig
nificant change . All other differences can be assumed to be the result of random 
sampling fluctuations. It should be pointed out, however, that the "500 or less" cate
gory had over twice the accident experience of any other category. Therefore, it is 
possible that effects may also have occurred in the other categories but a larger ac
cident experience is needed to detect them. 

No day-night comparisons showed any significant changes. It was impossible to de
termine if ran-off-road accident rates were reduced because of the nature in which the 
data were reported. It would be desirable, however, to attempt such an analysis in the 
future since guidemarkers should have the greatest effect on these accidents. 

25
,/ at l df = 3.23, P < 0. 10. 

26 ..j-_ at l df = 4.61, P < 0.05. 
a 7 rat l df=2.64, P>0.10 (day);,/at l df= 1.12, P>0.30 (night). 
as.; at l df = 3. 17, P < 0.10. 



TABLE 44 

TOTAL ACCIDENT RATES BY SHARPNESS OF CURVE0 

Radius (ft) Before MV After MV 

500 or less 1.89 (64) 33.8 1.33 (48) 36.2 
501-1000 0.97 (21) 21.6 l.04 (24) 23. l 
1001-2000 0.28 (4) 14.3 0.59 (9) 15.3 
2001-5000 0.37 (12) 32.6 0.57 (20) 34.9 
More than 5000 0.29 (5) 17.5 0.37 (7) 18.7 

Total 0.88 (106) ll9.8 0.84 (108) 128.2 

0 1 project. 

TABLE 46 

TOTAL ACCIDENT RATES BY SEVERITY0 

(Right Edge Stripe) 

Period Fatal Injury PDO Total 

Before 0.09 (15) 0.78 (137) 1.00 (176) l.86 (328) 
After 0.08 (14) 0.75 (131) 1.00 (174) 1.83 (319) 

MVM 

176.l 
174.4 

TABLE 45 

ACCIDENT RATES OF GUIDEMARKER INSTALLATIONS 
AT BRIDGE APPROACHES 
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Period Fatal Injury PDQ Total MV 

Before 0,00 (0) 0,03 (7) 0.07 (18) 0.10 (25 ) 252.9 
After 0.00 (0) 0.02 (6) 0.04 (9) 0.06 (15 ) 252.9 

TABLE 47 

ACCIDENT RA TES BY SEVERITY0 

(No Passing Stripe) 

Period Fatal Injury PDO Total MVM 

Before 0.00 (0) 2.00 (5) 5,60 (14) 7.60 (19) 2.5 
After 0.00 (0) l.61 (5) 0.97 (3) 2.58 (8) 3.1 

0
3 projects. 

0
2 projects, At Bridge Approaches-Reflectorized 

guidemarkers were placed on the left and 
right sides of approaches to 99 bridges 

located on a two - lane desert highway. Table 45 gives the accident rates reported. 
Only PDO rates dee1·eased significantly. 29 Although night accidents decreased from 20 
to 10, this did not prove significant. so Day accident rates remained unchanged. 

In summary, the reflectorized guidemarker installations have experienced a decrease 
in the total accident rate in some cases. The effects have been observed on curves 
with radii less than 501 ft. The ability of guidemarkers to reduce accident rates at 
curves of larger radii has not been observed. Bridge approaches with reflectorized 
guidemarkers have shown a reduction in PDO accidents. 

Right Edgeline 

A technique for delineating the right edge of roadway and the shoulder is to place a 
solid painted stripe on the shoulder, 1 ft from the edge of the traffic lane. Additionally, 
when the shoulder width exceeds 8 ft, diagonal markings, 12 in. wide, may also be in
cluded at 100-ft intervals. Only projects consisting of 2-in. wide solid stripes without 
diagonal markings will be discussed here. Table 46 depicts the accident rates ob
served on about 72 miles of two-lane highways. There is a remarkable stability present 
which indicates that in no category did the striping influence accident rates. This is 
somewhat in conflict with other studies (8, 9, 10 and 11). However, it might be argued 
that the purpose of edge striping is to reduce one typeof accident rate-the ran-off-road 
type. Consequently, an analysis of such accidents was made separating them from the 
remainder of the total. It was found that ran-off-road accident rates decreased from 
0.63 to 0.48. 31 Non-ran-off-road accident rates did not change significantly, going from 
1.23 to 1. 35. Therefore, it seems tenable that the edge striping did reduce ran-off-road 
accident rates. With regard to day-night accident rates no significant changes were 
observed. 

No-Passing Stripe 

No-passing striping delineates only the centerline of the roadway and is used to pre
vent passing activity on curves (vertical or horizontal) where sight distance is too short 
for such maneuvers. It does not fall into the delineation (guidance) category but rather 
is a regulatory device. A no-passing stripe is a solid double yellow stripe placed along 
the centerline of the roadway. 

29 -l_ at l df = 3.38, P < 0.10. 
30 j at l df = 2.70, P > 0.10 6(' needed is 2.71 for P = 0.10 at l df). 
31 -l- at l df = 3.50, P < 0.10. 
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An analysis of the accident experience of three projects over a 9-yr period was 
made on the data in Table 47. No fatal accidents occurred during the entire survey 
period. The injury accident rate decline was not significant because of a s mall number 
of accidents (5 in each period). However the PDO accident rate decreased. 32 The 
total accident rate decreased also. 33 Thus , the decrease in the total accident rate seems 
to be primarily the result of a decrease in PDO accidents. Additionally, day accident 
rates declined from 6.47 to 1.43 accidents per MVM. 34 However, night accidents showed 
no significant change. 

Since the purpose of the stripe is to eliminate passing accident rates, it is interest
ing to note if this goal was accomplished. An examination of the data showed that the 
number of passing accidents dropped from 6 to 1 while non-passing accidents fell from 
13 to 7. The number of passing accidents was too small to test although the drop ap
pears to be quite real. Non-passing accidents were tested and the cha nge was found to 
be not significant. 35 Thus, any effects the striping may have had on accident reduction 
still remain a matter of conjecture. 

Reducing Accident Severity 

The task of reducing accident severity is very complex. Part of the complexity lies 
in the fact that many times one does not know if an "improvement" is really effected. 
For instance, if a reduction in fatal and/or injury categories is observed without an in
crease in the PDO category, it can still be assumed or accepted that accident severity 
has been reduced. However, what is to be concluded when one severity category, PDO 
for instance, experiences a rate increase while the fatal or injury accident rate de
creases? Then how much was gained (or lost) becomes a matter of subjective judg
ment rather than an unbiased conclusion clearly demonstrable by empirical methods 
and measurement. 

An attempt to provide a measure of severity that reflects both the accident rate and 
the severity of the accident making up that rate is embodied in the EPDO concept. 
EPDO's reflect the cumulative severity of accidents and are computed here by adding 
the number of PDO's to the product of 6 times the number of fatal plus injury accidents. 
The Severity Index (SI) measures the average (mean) severity of all accidents in a 
given period. Additionally, an EPOO rate obtained by dividing total EPDO accidents 
by million vehicle-miles of exposure (MVM) provides a common basis for comparing 
all projects against each other. 

Table 48 was prepared to show the three severity measures of the project types 
discussed in this report. It should be emphasized that Table 48 is a summary only 
of those projects where severity was reported. Nothing is known of the accident se
verities of projects not included. Because of this, one should not assume that sub
categories within a delineation type will necessarily add up to the total values given 
for that type. For instance, the EPDO accident rate figures for total accidents on 
right edgeline stripe projects are based on data supplied by two reports. However, 
the data on ran-off-road accidents under this same delineation category are based on 
one report because the other report did not classify ran-off-road accidents by severity. 
Consequently, one cannot subtract the ran-off-road accident rates from the total rate 
to obtain non-ran-off-road rates. This more complicated procedure was employed so 
the data reported here could be based on as large an accident experience as was avail
able for each situation. 

As a rule, those categories with a higher total EPDO count can be assumed to also 
have larger accident frequencies . However, this does not necessarily mean that they 
represent more dangerous situations. Other factors such as the number of vehicles 
passing through and the length of the highway segment being observed varied from 

3 a')(a t l df=S.31, P<0.01. 
33

')(_ at l df = 6.23, P < 0.02. 
34,1-_ a t l df = 5.19, P < 0.05. 
35 y- at l df = 2.58, P > 0.10. 



TABLE 48 

DELINEATION AND ACCIDENT TYPES BY SEVERITY 

Delineation and Accident Types 

Median striping with no barrier: 
Median accidents 
Non-median accidents 
Total accidents 

Double yellow median striping with 
cable barrier, median accidents 

Double yellow median striping with 
beam barrier, median accidents 

Single white median striping with 
coble barrier, total accidents 

Reflectorized guidemorke~ at 
curves, total accidents 

Reflectori zed guidemorker.; at 
bridge approaches, total accidents 

No passing stripe, 
tote I accidents 

Right edgeline stripe: 
Ran-off-road accidents 
Tota I accidents 

EPDO SI EPOO RATE 

Before After Before After Before After 

1466 1761 3.61 3.23 I.BS 2.02 
2609 2653 3.11 2.95 3.29 3.05 
4075 4414 3.27 3.06 5.14 5.07 

730 624 1.90 I.Bl 1.17 0.97 

342 308 1.83 1.64 0.54 0.48 

2930 3287 2.99 2.90 3.82 4 .00 

240 141 3.43 3.07 5.45 2.24 

60 45 2.40 3.00 0.24° o.1sa 

44 33 2.32 4.13 17.60 IQ.65 

1083 1044 3.32 3.27 6.18 5.99 
183 193 3.81 3.64 3.76 4.11 

0
Based on million vehicles q,J.V) instead of million vehicle-miles (f,.AVM). 

TABLE 49 
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PROJECT TYPE BY EFFECTIVENESS AND CRITERION MEASURE 

report to report. Consequently, only 
EPDO rates computed on the common 
basis of MVM provide a gage of relative 
accident liability coupled with severity. Description lmproved0 No Change Worsened Total 

Total 

Median striping, 
no barrier 

Double yellow median 
stripe, coble barrier 

Double yellow median 
stripe, beam barrier 

Single white medion 
stripe, coble borrier 

Reflectorized guide
markers at curves 

Reflectoriud guide
markers at bridge 
approaches 

Right edge stripe 

No-passing stripe 

0-l = 2.71 at I df; P <0. 10. 

5 23 4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

32 Table 48 indicates that EPDO rates 
and Si's appear to be decreasing, in gen
eral. Just which reductions can be con
sidered statistically significant and at
tributable to the delineation improvement 
is unknown. Total EPDO accidents, gen
erally, have increased but so has traffic 
volume. 

Evaluation of Individual Projects 

A final analysis was made to deter
mine the success or failure of each proj -
ect on an individual basis. It was felt 
that a project considered a success should 
reduce more accidents than it would cause 
and this would be reflected in total acci
dent rates. All analyses were made with 

this in mind. Table 49 summarizes the results. In short, only five projects could show 
improvements while 27 could not. 

Some of the "no change" findings could be attributable to statistically small accident 
samples. The four "worsened" projects are definitely a cause for concern. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The findings are somewhat discouraging. Naturally, the hope was to demonstrate 
much more improvement than appears to have been accomplished. It may be that the 
worth of the delineation measures lie not so much in terms of accident reduction but in 
terms of the "near misses" which might have been averted and the psychological com
fort they may provide the driver (12). These benefits are much harder to assess and 
require different approaches than those employed in this report. Possibly, other fac
tors such as the amount of contrast between shoulder and traveled way, width of shoulder, 
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and terrain features, should be considered in attempts to evaluate when and where the 
various delineation measures are effective. 

Presently, new methods of delineation are being developed and evaluated. For in
stance, retroreflective raised pavement markers of various colors are now being 
placed on California highways. Perhaps future studies will show these to be more ef
fective devices . 

Warrants and Predictive Variables 

Except for the installation of delineation on curves of 500-ft radius or less, no at
tempt could be made to establish warrants or predictive variables because of the dearth 
of accident data found in the delineation categories studied. The small number of proj
ects available for study was usually accompanied by small accident experience which 
impeded analysis . 

A 30 percent total accident rate reduction can be expected for installations of de
lineators on curves where the radius does not exceed 500 ft. 

GUARDRAIL 

The main purpose of guardrail is to reduce the severity of accidents of vehicles 
leaving the traveled way, generally going over an embankment or striking fixed objects. 
This is accomplished by absorbing energy (reducing deceleration rate) by deflection of 
the guardrail and by redirecting the vehicle into a safer path. A secondary purpose of 
guardrail is to provide increased delineation of the edge of the highway, and to reduce 
the frequency of accidents caused by reduced visibility (fog, night, rain, etc. ) or poor 
or hidden edge of highway demarcation. 

The need for guardrail on the roadway is generally determined by considering the 
following factors (13, 14): height of embankment, steepness of embankment, alignment, 
roadbed width, accidenthistory, speed and volume of traffic, visibility and climatic 
conditions. 

Analysis by Location 

Fourteen guardrail projects were examined and the percent change in accident rates 
before to after was plotted (Fig. 7). Twelve of these projects were improved although 
only three were significantly so. 36 

Eleven of the 14 projects are summarized in Table 1. The other three projects in
volved improvements in addition to guardrail or did not fit into the summarized cate
gories and are discussed separately. 

Protective guardrail has been placed on the outside of curves, the inside of curves, 
the combination of the two, and at bridge ends. The projects in these categories are 
summarized in Table 50. Of the 11 projects representing identical 141/2-yr before and 
after periods, only two projects had significant accident reductions, the other 9 indi
cated no significant change. As a group, however, accident reduction was statistically 
significant. 

Total Projects-Total accidents were reduced37 and the equivalent EPDO's were 
halved from 149 to 78. (Note: The statewide average of severity breakdowns is used 
to determine W.) Therefore, W = 6 for this category and EPDO = PDO + 6 (injury+ 
fatal). Total accident rates were reduced 60 percent and the EPDO rate 66 percent. 

In addition to the reduction in accident rates, severity was reduced at protective 
guardrail installations. This is reflected by the decrease in the SI or by noting that 
the percentage reduction in accident rates increased as the severity increased. Night 
accidents38 were reduced 27 percentage points greater than day accidents. 

The majority of the before problem is single vehicle, namely ran-off-road accidents 
which were significantly reduced. 39 Any reductions of accidents must be attributed to 

3 6 ,!-_ at l df = 2.71, P < 0.10. 
37

'(_ at 1 df = 13.63, P < 0.001. 
38

'(_ at l df= 12.46, P<0.001. 
3 9 >[ at 1 df= 7.53, P < 0.01. 



TABLE 50 

PROTECTIV E GUARDRAIL SUMMARY 

PRO JEC TS ACCIDENT DESC RIPTION 
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TABLE 5 1 

ACCIDENT S INVO LVIN G 28 BRID GES 

Study PDO Injury 

Before: 
No. of accidents 20 
rate (acc/MV) 0.20 

After: 
No. of accidents 7 
rate (acc/MV) 0.14 
% rate change -30 

31 
0.31 

5* 
0.10 
-6B 

Fatal 

0.07 

I 
0.02 
-71 

Total 
Accidents MY 

58 
0.57 

13• 
0.26 
-54 

IO I. I 

50.0 

•Accident change is significant at 0 . 10 level of chi square test . 

EPDO SI 

24B 
2.45 

43 
0.B6 
-65 

4.3 

3.3 

the delineation quality of the guardrail. 
This is analyzed later in the report. 
The small number of multiple-vehicle 
accidents remained approximately the 
same. 

Guardrail on Outside of Curves-Six 
guardrail installations on the outside of 
curves on rural two-lane highways were 
reviewed. Only one was significantly 
improved; the other five showed no 
change. 

Two of these projects involved closing 
a gap in the existing guardrail on the 

curve. It was felt at the time of the improvement that the opening of the guardrail cre
ated a break in the delineation around the curve, and led some drivers to believe the 
highway proceeded through the guardrail opening. Ran-off-road accidents for these two 
projects wer e r educed from 8 to 0.'10 

The six proj ect s represented approximately nine project years in each period. As 
in the general case of all 14 projects, the total number of accidents were1 reduced and 
the SI dropped as did the EPDO accidents. This reduction occurred despite a 16 fercent 
increase in exposure (MV) in the after period. Also t he ran-off -road42 and night4 acci
dents were reduced. 

Guardrail on Inside of Curves-Guardrail was placed for these projects on the inside 
of two curves where a side hill condition existed and the outside of the curve was in cut. 
No changes of accident frequency were noted even though the MV increased 26 percent. 
Sufficient data were not available for further analysis in this category. 

Guardrail on Inside and Outside of Curve-Guardrail was placed on both sides of a 
650-ft radius curve on a mountainous two-lane highway. Only small insignificant re
ductions of accidents were noted (4 to 2) in the 1 yr periods. 

Guardra il Flares at Br idge Ends- Two guardrail installations at bridge ends were 
reviewed, one of which showed a significanf 1

'
1 r eduction in accidents. This bridge is a 

two-lane, 2-way bridge 26 ft wide which is 8 ft narrower than the approaching roadway. 
Two of the three multiple-vehicle accidents were head-on collisions in which one vehi
cle struck the bridge rail and bounced into an opposing vehicle. Apparently the delinea
tion quality of the bridge flares on the right of traffic was responsible for eliminating 
the accident problem at this location. In the other project, there were two fatal single
car accidents in which the vehicles struck the bridge end. After the improvement, no 
accidents were reported. 

The results of a previous study (15) of 28 bridges in California in which a guardrail 
flare was also used on the right of approaching traffic is summarized in Table 51. The 
accidents involve the bridge or bridge rails. This experience is on a rural two-lane 
highway with 10- to 12-ft lanes and 2- to 8-ft shoulders. The effective roadway v,ridth 
of the bridges is 24. 5 ft. The injury accidents45 and the total number of accidents46 were 
reduced. The severity of the accidents was also reduced as reflected by the SI drop and 
the increasing percentage reductions of accident rates as severity increases. 

Miscellaneous Projects-Three miscellaneous guardrail projects were submitted and 
are discussed separately. One project involved guardrail placed on the inside and out
side of reversing curves. Also some frequently struck trees were removed and ad
visory speed (W46R) signs with oversize curve (W3R, W4R) signs were installed. Total 

"°>l'_ at l df = 6.50; P < 0.02. 
41'( at l df = 8.72; P < 0.0 l. 
43y-_ at l df = 6.68; P < 0.0l. 
ti3/ at l df = 8.13; P < 0.0l. 
""\c2 at l df = 3.20; P < 0.10. 
"°'{_ = 5.15 at l df; P < 0.05. 
~ = 6.36 at l df; P < 0.02. 
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Figure 8. Metal plate (left) and metal beam (right) guardrai I. 

accidents were reduced47 from 33 to 12 with equal exposure in both periods. The prob
lem was mainly single-vehicle ran-off-road accidents which were reduced.48 

The second project also had multiple improvements consisting of increasing the 
superelevation and placing guardrail on the outside of the curve on a narrow two-lane 
rural highway bridge. The guardrail was flared h1to a bridge structure to transition 
out the shoulder. Ran-off-road accidents were reduced49 from 6 to O with approximately 
equal exposure in the before and after periods. 

The third project was at a T-intersection in which vehicles from the stem of the T 
(State highway) were exceeding the safe speed for the left turn of the continuation of the 
highway and over-ran the intersection into existing buildings. Guardrail was placed in 
a headon position in front of the buildings at the edge of the road. Total accidents re
mained about the same (from 3 to 2) despite an 18 percent increase in exposure. 

Metal Plate vs Metal Beam Guardrail 

Three types of guardrail have been installed on California State highways. Originally, 
timber rails were used. Later the curved metal plate rail was installed; and, starting 
in 1960, the metal beam (W section) rail became the standard guardrail design. 

As mentioned before, any accident reductions associated with guardrail installations 
can only be attributed to the delineation quality of the rail. This then is an effort to 
compare the delineation qualities of the two types of guardrail. The metal plate guard
rail is painted white as opposed to the dull coloring of the protective zinc coating on the 
metal beam rail. 

Metal beam guardrail posts have reflector assemblies placed facing oncoming traf
fic at 25-ft intervals on a radius of curvature of 1500 ft or less or where the length of 
guardrail is 100 ft or less. At all other locations the reflector assemblies are placed 
at 50-ft intervals. Figures 8 and 9 show the two types of guardrail and the beam guard
rail reflectors. 

Eleven projects are summarized in Table 52, with six metal plate rail installations 
and five metal beam guardrail improvements. The metal beam guardrail at the T
inter section is also included. 

Although both types of rails caused accident reductions, all classes of accident rates 
or severity rates (except multiple vehicle) are reduced a greater percentage by the 

47,/- = 8.56 at l df; P < 0.01. 
"'1/ = 7.67 at l df; P < 0.001. 
4V" = 4.89 at l df; P < 0.05. 
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Figure 9. Metal beam guardrail reflector assemblies. 

TABLE 52 

METAL PLATE VS METAL BEAM GUARDRAIL 

PROJECTS ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION 

ACCIDENT TYPE SEVERITY LIGHT CON 

~~ ~ SINGLE VEHICLE ~ ~ 
0 s! w u w 0 ~z z ~~ ow Jw 

0~ < .. « r ~ « J 
~ J 

• J r J 
0 . 

~~ 
:Q z % « w oU 0 

0 w < s~ « < < J u I- .... ~ • ' e oO .~ z. % mr 
i~ 

0 ~ r 0 e J 

~ W< -•m <0 r ~o D < . . ~ • W ,~o «« 0 "'r ~ 
z ~ 0 ~ 

~ No . or Accidenls 7.-!. 3 13 5 2l 5 '-< 11 11 4 10 17 26 17.2 101 3.9 

..J"' 
;ii Rate 0. 17 0.76 0 29 1.22 0.29 0.64 0 64 0 23 0 B7 2..97 1.51 H7 ., ... 

No. of Accidents 6 2 0 4 7:;} 0 3. 0 3 ' 6 5 3. l 5 4. 9 • 20 ,0 ... ., 29 3.2 "'..J " .. :! Rale 0 0 15 0 0 15 0 30 0 25 0,30 0.05 0 79 0 60 0.45 1.45 ., 
% Rate Chan&e - 100 - 80 -100 - 88 t 3 - 61 - 53 - 78 - 9 - 80 - 70 - 75 

a No_ of Aoc idents 6 5 12 l 18 • 9 13 0 5 17 22 5 2 87 4 0 

~ ! 
;ii Rate 0 96 2 31 0,19 3,46 0 ·,7 1.73 250 0 l 44 9.83 4 23 16 74 

No. of Accidents 5 0 0 5 6 2 6 5 13 l 5 9 0 6 8' 14 5.9 59 42 

!l!"' " Rate 0,34 1,02 0.85 2 .20 0.17 0.85 153 0 153 4 07 2.38 10.00 < 
% Rate Change -65 - 56 +348 - 36 - 78 -51 -39 0 +6 - 58 - 44 - 40 

" 5 Indicates change 1s s111nihcant al the O 10 level usmg the Ch1 -Squa1e Test . 

_yAssumed 2/ 3 MV Day and l / 3 MV Nl&ht for rate cala.ila1ions 

metal plate guardrail. This is despite the fact that the various before rates of the 
metai beam locations are much higher than the metal plate locations. The beam rail 
rates had the potential for greater reductions; yet decreased a lesser amount than the 
plate rail rates. Therefore, either the delineation quality of the metal beam rail is 
less, or other imgrovements may be needed at these locations. 

Ran-off-road, injury, 51 and total accidents52 are significantly reduced in the metal 
plate guardrail category . Night accident reductions occurred at both metal plate53 and 
metal beam installations, 54 although this is the only classification of accidents that is 
significantly reduced at the metal beam rail locations. When single-vehicle ran-off
road and hit fixed object accidents (a type of ran-off-road accident) are added together 

ro./_ at 1 df = 6.55; P < 0.02. :'f at 1 df: 4.49'. P < 0.05. 
l_ at 1 df - 9.96, P < 0.01. 

s:y._ at 1 df = 8.86; P < 0.01. 
5V at 1 df = 3.70; P < 0.10. 



in the metal beam category, there is a 
significru1t r eductio11 in these accident s55 

with a rate reduction of 58 percent. 
The total ran-off-road accident reduc
tion for beam guardrail is still not as 
great as the metalplate Jrlardrail t otal 
ran-off-road accidents. 6 Metal plate 
guardrail total ran-off-road rates are 
reduced 84 percent. 

Table 53 is a dichotomy of ran-off
road accidents comparing the severity 
of accidents at metal plate rail loca
tions with that of metal beam rail lo
cations. 

Table 53 data indicates significant 
reductions in P0057 and total acci
dents58 at six metal plate guardrail in
stallations. EPOO accidents have al
most been eliminated with a corre
sponding reduction in the severity index. 
Total ran-off-road accidents at five 
metal beam locations were significantly 
reduced59 with EPOO accidents approx
imately halved and the SI slightly 
reduced. 

Guardrail vs Non-Guardrail Accidents 

Table 54 dichotomizes all of the after 
period accidents into those involving or 
not involving guardrail by severity. 
Ten accidents involving guardrail were 

TABLE 53 

SEVERITY OF RAN-OFF-ROAD ACCIDENTS 

Guardrail MV PDO Injury Fatal Total EPDO 

Metal Plate: 
Before 17.2 8 s 3 16 56 
After 20,0 2 1 0 3 

Metal Beam: 
Before 5.2 7 10 0 17 67 

After 5,9 4 4 0 8 28 

Total: 
Before 22 .4 15 15 3 33 123 
After 25,9 6 5 0 11 36 

TABLE 54 

GUARDRAIL VS NON-GUARDRAIL ACCIDENTS 
(After guardrail installation) 

Accidents PDO Injury Fatal Total EPDO SI 

Guardrai I 3 7 0 10 45 4,5 
Non-guardrai I 9 s 15 45 3.0 
Total 12 12 25 90 3.6 

TABLE 55 

SINGLE-VEHICLE AND MULTIPLE-VEHICLE ACCIDENTS
0 

Accidents PDO Injury Fatal Total EPDO 

Single Vehicle: 
Before 18 18 3 39 144 
After 7 9 0 16 61 

Multiple Vehicle: 
Before 3 4 9 39 
After J 3 7 27 

0
Before MV = 22.4, After MV = 25.9. 
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SI 

3.5 
2.7 

3,9 
3,5 

3.7 
3.3 

SI 

3,7 
3.8 

4,3 
3.9 

reported, seven of which were injury accidents. More than likely additional drive 
away PDO's involving guardrail occurred which were not reported. 

Although the number of equivalent property damage only accidents (EPOO) is the 
same for both classes, the severity index (SI) or average severity of the guardrail in
volved accidents is higher. Therefore, if the purpose of the rail is to delineate the 
highway, the consequences of running off the highway and hitting the rail should be care
fully weighed. For locations where the vehicle can safely travel off the highway in its 
projected course for a reasonable distance, a "softer" delineating material should be 
used. Since guardrail is an expensive delineator ($4. 50 to $ 5. 00 per lin ft), a need 
exists to develop an effective continuous delineation device which is softer and will per -
mit a vehicle to pass through it without serious injury. 

Care should also be taken when considering the placement of the new experimental 
weathered guardrail. This type of guardrail because of its aesthetically pleasing quality 
of blending with the landscape, is a very poor delineator. Therefore, in areas requir- · 
ing delineation of the highway, especially at night, this type of guardrail would do a very 
poor job and accidents may ensue. A delineating material needs to be developed which, 
when placed on the face of the rail, would be unobtrusive in the daytime, but would pro
vide delineation at night. 

ss/ at l df: 3.70'. P < 0.10. 
66.j-_ at l df - 9.52, P < 0.0l. 
69 at l df = 3.24; P < 0.10. 
~ at l df: 9.58'. P < 0.01. 
m.l at l df - 3.81, P < 0.10. 
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TABl£ 56 

ANALYSIS OF FI XED OBJECT COLLISION INDEX 

NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS EXPOSURE 
PROBABILITY VOLUME SEVERITY COLLISION 

FIXED OBJECT TYPE 
Fala! lnju1y POD Tola! 

(B1111011 INDEX.ii INDEX.I!/ INDEX,/ 
Vehicles) (SIi (Pl) ICII 

Bridge-rail Ends 19 79 25 123 1435 79 B.6 67 9 

Guardrail~ Bridge rail Ends JV w 16 191 199 406 4076 43 100 430 

Abulmen1s & Piers 51 183 59 193 3417 BJ 86 714 

Gua1d1a1I@ Abutments & Piers w e 36 18 71 1310 61 55 341 

L1ghl Poles 26 401 305 732 17984 46 41 189 

Guard1a1I ~ L1ghl Poles I 13 13 37 220 48 168 806 

Steel S1gnposls 
II AdJacenl to Shoulde, 111 146 269 2413 41 II 0 451 

Guardrail~ Sleel Posts 
AdJacenl lo Shoulder w I 36 31 68 1565 40 43 17 1 

Steel Sign Posis 
In Gore A,ea 7 17 17 51 IOI 70 505 3535 

Guardia1I@ Steel Sign Posis 
In Gore Area w 15 110 116 351 1015 51 174 905 

TOTAL 155 1308 939 1401 34596 53 70 371 

Timber S1fn Posts 3 165 614 791 NA 11 NA NA 

_yBased on seve11\y weights or 25, 6 and I .i,/CI = SI x Pl 

.!l/PI exp,essed as accidents per bill1on vehicles .1/ W" Warianled - on lhe basis or the Coll1s1on Index 

Single-Vehicle and Multiple-Vehicle Severity 

Eleven projects with sufficient data were dichotomized into single vehicle and multi
ple vehicle accidents by severity in Table 55. 

Although some reductions were noted in both single and multiple vehjcle accidents, 
only the single vehicle accidents were significantly reduced. 60 Although the average SI 
of single-vehicle accidents was not changed, the EPOO was reduced to less than one
half. Referring to Table 53, it is apparent that the severity of single-vehicle ran-off
road accidents at metal plate guardrail installations was reduced. However; when 
metal plate and metal beam guardrail projects are combined, no severity change is in
dicated. Small differences in total single vehicle accidents and ran-off-road accidents 
are caused by a small number of miscellaneous single-vehicle accidents which did not 
leave the road. The numbers of multiple-vehicle accidents were too small for meaning
ful analysis. 

It appears, then, that metal plate guardrail reduces both the frequency and severity 
of single vehicle accidents. The sample size, however, is probably too small to 
generalize. 

Warrants and Predictive Parameters 

The numbers of individual types of installations were too small for analysis of pos
sible warrants or for developing accident predictive parameters. However, a previous 
study (14) was able to determine for guardrail installations adjacent to fixed objects, 
the effect on accident frequency, accident severity, and/or the combined effect of fre
quency and severity. Because of limited research resources, the effect of guardrail 
on severity only was determined in the case of embankment guardrail protection. 

Table 56 (14, Table 9) indicates which types of fixed objects warrant guardrail pro
tection. The collision index is the best parameter on which to judge the overall effects 
of a specific fixed object type when protected with guardrail. It is simply the product 
of the severity index and probability index. It is on this basis that the W for warranted 
was placed in the "fixed object type" column. 

60PDO j at l df=5.61; P<0.02; lnj j at 1 df=3.69; P<0.10. Total)( at 1 df= 12.33; P < 0.001. 
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Figure 10. Severity comparison of embankment vs guardrai I. 
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The number of accidents can be predicted using the probability index. For instance, 
if guardrail is installed at bridge rail ends, one could expect 10. 0 accidents per billion 
vehicles driving by the bridge end, an increase of 1. 4 accidents per billion vehicles of 
exposure, although the respective SI's show a reduction in severity of almost one-half. 
In the case of guardrail placed adjacent to piers, 5. 5 accidents per billion vehicles 
can be predicted, a decrease of 3. 1 accidents per billion vehicles. 

Figure 10 (14, Fig. 5) can be used to assess on a severity basis only, whether guard
rail might be warranted on embankments. Accident frequency cannot be predicted from 
Figure 10. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The numbers of projects and accidents were considered too few to make generaliza
tions and more data are needed. Consideration should be given to additional research 
at protective guardrail installations. However, the following conclusions and recom
mendations were determined from the available data. 

1. Protective guardrail has been quite effective in reducing accident rates at loca
tions of poor alignment or at two-lane bridges whose widths are less than the approach 
width of the highway. Specifically, night accidents and single vehicle ran-off-road ac
cidents were reduced. 

2. In the after period, accidents involving guardrail have a higher average severity 
than non-guardrail accidents. 

3. The delineation quality of the metal plate guardrail appears to be greater than 
that of metal beam guardrail as evidenced by greater accident reductions. Single
vehicle accident severity was reduced only at metal plate rail installations. It is rec
ommended that at locations where ran-off-road accidents predominate and guardrail 
warrants are satisfied, consideration be given to enhancing the delineation qualities of 
the metal beam guardrail either by painting or by some other means. There is a need 
to develop a new material which, when placed on the guardrail face, will be unobstrusive 
in the daytime, yet act as a delineator at night. 
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4. It is recommended that a continuous delineation device be developed which would 
allow out-of-control vehicles to pass through it without serious injury to the vehicle. 
This device would be placed at locations where the accident severity of running off the 
road would be less than hitting a standard guardrail. It should be less expensive than 
metal beam guardrail. 
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Appendix 

Warrants for Traffic Control Signals 

WARRANTS 
Urban Rural 

Conditions Conditions 

Minimum Vehicular Volume* 
(a) The total Yehicular volume per hour entering the intersection from 

all approaches for any 8 hours of an average day must average __ - - 750 veh. 500 veh. 
(b) In addition, the total vehicular Yolume per hour entering the inter-

section from the minor street or streets for the same 8 hours must 
average ~- ·-- .. -- 175 veh. 125 veh. 

Interruplion of Contin11011s Traffic* 
(a) The vehicular volume per hour entering the intersection on the major 

street for any 8 hours of an average day must average_ --- - - -- - - 750 veh. aiOO veh . 

(b) In addition, the combined vehicular and pedestrian volume per hour 
entering the intersectio11 from the minor street or streets for the 
same 8 hours must average _ .. ___ - - -- -- - -- - - ·- 75 50 

(c) And, the average vehicular speed on the major street must exceed ___ 20 mph. ~5 mph . 

Minimum Pedestrian Volume* 
(a) The pedestrian volume per hour crossing the major street for any 8 

hours of an average day must average ___ __ - ··- -- -- ---- --- -- -- 250 peds. 125 peds. 

(b) In addition, the vehicular traffic per hour entering the intersection 
from the major street for the same 8 hours must average --· - - 600 veh. 300 veb. 

(c) And the average vehicular speed on the major street must exceed. - 15 mph. 30mph. 

Coordinated Moveme·nl 
A coordinated signal system may be warranted if a majority of the signalized intersections composing 
th,• system comply with one or more of the established warrants, and if the system fits an over-all time-
space diagram . Signals at an intersection may be warranted as part of a coordinated system if they fit 
i11to an exi~ting time-space diagram. 

Accident Hazard 
Five or more reported accidents of types susceptible of correction by a traffic control signal ha\'e 
occurred within a recent 12-month period. 

Combi11atio11 
Where no one warrant is satisfied but two or mo re are satisfied to the extent of 80 percent or more of 
each of the stated values. 

~on:s: 
t. J,e(l turn mo\·emenl8 from the major !ilreet may be included with minor street ,·olumes 

if II sepnrnte signal t>hose is to be provided for the Jeft-turo movement. 
1. Accide11ts susceptible of correction by a sepen1te left-turn signal phose may be in<'luded 

in the Accident Hazard \Varrant. 

* Also presently used for safety lighting 
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